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Task Force makes recommendation s. on cu·t s
Aims to cut programs and departments that can afford cuts, rather than skim off the top

Suggests to cut about $6.2 million.
By Ted Decker
Staff Reporter
The Allocation Task Force
predicted at a forum today that if
everything goes wrong, UNH will
face a budget imbalance next year
of nearly $10 million. At the very
best, however, UNH will face imbalances of nearly $5 million, according to Fred Schnur, associate
vice president of finance.
Because of this projected crisis, the Allocation Task Force recommended to cut what could afford to be cut, rather than skimming off every department's budget. This would be done by consolidating programs and departments, reducing and/or discontinuing academic and non-academic programs, said Schnur.
The task force also recommended to add money to a few
programs in order to improve
them. All changes would occur in
the next three years, according to
Schnur.
Although Schnur said he
could not give specifics on which
programs, areas and departments
might be cut, he said that the Allocation Task Force has recommended to try to keep budget cuts
to down to "minimum impact on
real life situations."
"We will do everything possible not to have to hit or tap filled
positions," he said. Before laying
off staff and faculty, the force has
recommended that the University
allow open jobs to go unfilled.
When the University is forced to
let people go, it will follow set
rules, such as giving its employees
proper notification, said Schnur:
Although the task force
projects that academics would be
cut by almost $3.2 million, Schnur
said academic needs will be a major
consideration when the cuts are
finally made. This is the "focus of
the University. The purpose of the
task force is to focus on the establishment of University priorities,"
he said. The report stated that
academic reductions should not
be more than SO percent of the total
required reductions.

Schnur projected general cuts
without getting into specifics because he said people are "on edge
to b egin with." He also added
that the task force is in the beginning stages of determining exactly
what areas will be cut and when.
''This is a moving target/' he
said. "We still don't know what
state appropriations will look
like."
The task force has projected
.
the following cuts:
• The President's area would
be cut $308,000. Of this money,
President's office personnel
would be cut $36,000. Communication within the University system would be cut by $168,000. In
Dale
addition, President
Nitzschke would have to decide
where to cut an additional
$104,000.
• The Vice President of Academic Affairs, which includes
Student Affairs and Computing
and Information Services would
be cut $3.2 million.
Out of this money, about $1.2 million would be cut from faculty
and retirement areas, $200,000
would be cut from part-time instructional costs and about $1.9
million would be cut from administrative and technical support
and positions in schools, colleges,
Academic Affairs' offices and division.
• The Executive Vice President area would be cut by about
$2 million. Out of this money,
personnel would be cut $478,876.
Athletics would be cut $937,000.
Parking would be cut $440,000. In
addition, Executive Vice President
Gus Kinnear would have to decide where to cut an additional
$171,257.
•The Vice President for Research would becut$350,000. Out
of this money, $122,239 would be
cut from personnel. About
$100,000 would be cut from support. In addition, Vice President
for Research Jim Morrision would
have to decide where to cut an
additional $127,761.
The cuts were based on four
1

criteria: centrality, demand, cost
and quality. Every program, department and activity was required
to fill out a questionnaire about its
existence. These questionnaires
were then reviewed by the force so
that the force could develop the
plan it pres~nted today.
In addition to the cuts, the
task force recommended money
be given to a few areas so that they
could be improved. They are:
• The Department of Operating Budgets would be increased
by $990,000, which will be spread
out over three years.
• Academic Program Reviews
would be increased by $16,000.
• Graduate assistantships
would be increased by $80,000.
• Support for Vice President
Research would be increased by
$32,000.
The next budget forum will
be May 21, when the vice presidents will make presentations regarding the budget. The process
will continue throughout the sum-

President Dale Nitzschke is concerned about next year's budget. In
October, he appointed the Allocation Task Force to make decisions
on which programs and departments can afford cuts and which can
be enhanced. (File Photo).

The following are principles the administration
stressed in a memorandum released about the Budget
Forum held today in Johnson Theater at 12:30 p.m.
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itzschke comes to UNH

UNH charged with
hazardous waste violations
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Bernard found not gu.Uty

.
The ~epa~ment of E_nviro_nm_enta~ Services cited the Urnve_rsity
., ~1th nine ha~ard~us wast~ viola:,:::::\rt1ons. The University was given the
L<Ul-\'c~oi~e to responcj to all violations
w1th1n ~0 days, or pay _
$ 50,000 per
day until the problem was corrected.

drinking and increase supervision
overthe Greek System. Some of the
points of the plan included banning
kegs from Greek houses and requiring live-in Greek advisors to supervise at each Greek house.
Sanborn was criticized for
trying to abolish the Greek System at
- UNH. He responded by § 9yjgg that
th 1 . ~
. 1 .. , :.: . -:··f1ift=:1:loY','h th

<•:•.· .. •.•:-;,:,:•:❖··

·:,,,spoke up at the convocation. He pro·mised there would be a
plan to solve the
parking problem by
the end of the semes.:.
ter.

policy.

. . .
On Sept. 14, Chnst1an Rob~rts~ a
~reshman, was reported for an alcohol v1olat1on
in Stoke Hall. A month later, Roberts became
the first ~tudent to be evicted as a result of the
new policy.

Student dies after

th re:• st0r~ fallH

Freshman camp supporters rally against charges

John
fresh person
25,
Oct.
on
LeBrun died
after falling three stories from of a Williamson Hall window on Oct.
20. LeBrun was in a
coma between the time
of the accident and his
death. LeBrun was
drunk at the time of his
fall.

Professor dies
after illness
UNH Professor
Thomas Williams, an
award-winning author
and a member of the
UNH English department, died on Oct. 2 3,
after a !~l~i~l~~ss. had

~~~~

1
a ~~~~ssorat UNH

Operation Sand Dune
Acacia brothers organized Operation Sand Dune,
a le~i!T writing(J,impai_g pto soldi~fs in the-fl4iddle -6;ast.

ji~:~\~~~'.g:!~~~~::i~: ~~:~~!:~t.~
vigil in support of the soldiers on Oct. 30. The event had
one of the largest turnouts of the year, as more than
1,200 attended.

Former student dies in helicopter crash
·1983 UNH graduate Gary Scott Dillon di~d in
a helicopter accident during exercises in the Persian
Gulf. Dillon was one of eight Marines missing and
presumed dead after two helicopters collided over
the North Arabian Sea. Dillon was New Hampshire's
first casualty that resulted from conflict in the Persian Gulf·

Faculty votes to unionize
Displeased with communication
UNH faculty voted to unionize on Oct. 22 and
23. Faculty members were upset about the lack of
communication between them and the administration,
and wanted more control over decisions affecting their
jobs.
Professor Chris Balling, a physics professor,
~~m=:~~ ization would
said union" b i g g e r
create a
how money
,~-=-- __
voice" on

~~i: ~~;-~~;~~ff~~:;1:'~~;;:d~;t{:;

unionization would
thought
fessors
do more harm than good. Electrical engineering professor Joseph Murdock said, "If we unionize, my
individuality and independence as an academic professor will, I feel, be significantly be reduced."
Stacia Sower, chair of the Academic Senate's
budget and planning committee, said unionization was
a mistake. "The best faculty will leave here as a result
of the union," she said.
Faculty unionization has spurred talk of staff
unionization as well.

1
•

Students speak out on Freedom of Speeh Day
On Freedom of Speech Day, Oct. 11 , students met on T-Hall
Lawn to speak out about issues on campus.
Administrators were there to field questions, which mainly
alcohol policy and the 11-point plan. Student organizers,
with
dealt
mainly members of Students of America and the World (SAW),
encouraged students to speak out more often.
SAW, a first amendment rights group, planned to hold weekly
speak-out forums in the MUB, according to organizer Bill Mautz.
But, as the rest of the year evolved, this plan was never followed
through with.

KSC Student Body

President asked to resign
Keene State College
Student Body President Don
McNally was petitioned to resign
this October, after being convicted by the Cheshire County
Superior Court of shoplifting and
assault charges.
Don McNally was found
guilty on Sept. 28. Students
began petitioning for his resignation in the beginning of October.
McNally, who appealed
the court's decision, said he
would not resign unless his appeal failed.

Steadman expelled from UNH because of assault charges
UNH freshman Antonio Darnell Steadman was expelled from the
University on Nov. 6, after the University Conduct Board found him guilty of
sexually and physically assaulting a UNH sophomore.
Steadman, a black, scholarship athlete, said the UCB was racist in
making its decision to exp~I him, and filed a libel suit against the University
in the Strafford County Superior Court.
Steadman tried to appeal the UCB decision, but was not granted an
appeal by the UNH Appeals Board.
The Steadman case, together with the Delta Chi and Freshman Camp
cases, made the University Conduct Board the focus of scrutiny.

Delta Chi brothers arrested
Durham police arrested 29 Delta Chi pledges and
20 br~thers on Oct. 17 and charged them with criminal
trespassing. Police confiscated pledge books that were in
the possession o.J the pleqgg§::~:ilQ.P dici.:.DPt:re.turn them.
The Univ_~ri.ity Condu°&Ulo..ard Wcl$.]5fevented from
trying Delta Ctj1(Jgt unknown·\«ffi~g~$lf6n Nov. 7, after
Delta Chi WFJ:f/ ~f~mhted an injd~lioH' by the Strafford
County SupitforC6.Qfi~ The injun~tjp.l~
~~rved to determine
whether tt11==' confisqg\~d pledg~flbdQ!~t could be used

agains~=~~in~!~2d th]l\rnam police
obtained the books through an illegal search and seizure.
According to Capt. Joe McGann of the Durham
Police, the officers took the pledgebooks because the
students did not have identification on them.

our students sentto the
Gulf
Joe Przygrodzki
Senior Jim Bailey, junior Alan
Hoddeson, sophomore Joe Przygrodzki,
. and freshperson Alan Prina, all military
· reserves, were the first four of UNH
students to be mobilized in response to
tensions in the Persian Gulf.
Some were forced to leave before
. the end of the semester, and had to
either get early grades or -incomplete
grades in their classes.

Parking plan turns B-lot into
a facuity and staff lot
The administration responded to complaints
about faculty parking on Nov. 22 by turning 8-lot into
a faculty and staff parking area. The plan turned Blot's 350 commuter spaces to spaces for faculty and
staff, because of complaints from faculty that there
was not enough parking near academic buildings.
By the end of the month, ho~ever, 150 of the
spaces were returned to students. The change was
a compromise between students and faculty/staff,
both complaining about the parking situation.
Executive Vice President Gus Kinnear said
the compromise came "as a matter of convenience
for students who have late classes in the buildings
next to the lot."

Football players charged
with burning wagon
Three footbal I
players were charged with
arson for burning the
wagon on Wagon Hill, a
landmark along Route 4.
Terrance O'Hare,
Duane Grade and David
Dembowski were all
released on $1,000 bail.

All three were suspended
from the team for the year
and lost their 1991
scholarships.
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COLLEGE STUDENTS
$8.25 BASE PAY
r

•vector Marketing Corp. has positions
available
•No experience necessary, willing to train
•Gain resume experience marketing,
advertising,

PR

...

ATHLETICS & RECREATION

•Flexible hours for the summer
·internships & scholarships available
•An majors may apply

For inteiview / orientation
appointment
Call Monday-Friday
10a.m.-6p.m.
(603) 964-8997

AEROBICS CLASS (non-credit): Summer shape-up/stay fit programs begin with a 5.:week aerobics class beginning June 3. Class
meets M/W /Fin NH Hall Gymnasium, 12-1 p.m. All ability
levels welcomed! Register now! -Room 151, Field house, M-F 8
a.m. - 4 p.m. $15 for summer students, $20 Rec Pass holders, $30
others.

UNH MENDUMS POND RECREATION AREA: Enjoy the natural beauty of NH at the University's 95 acre outdoor recreation
area located on Mendums Pond only six miles from Durham!
Open June 21-Sept. 2, Fri., Sat., Sun., from 11:30 am - 7:30 pm
SUMMER TENNIS LEAGUE '91: What a great way to commit to
be fit this summer! Register to play by Tuesday, May 21 in the
Recreational Sports Office, Room 151 FH. Men's & Women's
singles, doubles, and mixed doubles tournaments are open to
anyone. A $25 fee will be charged.
SUMMER SOFTBALL LEAGUE '91: The Recreational Sports
Office, 151 FH, by Tuesday, May 21. Leagues play Mon/Wed 4:30
or 6 p.m., or Tues/Th 4:30 or 6 p.m. Play begins June 3. $75
Registration Fee.

GENERAL
HALLPROGRAM:SEXPLORATION.Tuesday,Mayl4,Fairchild
Pit, 8 p.m.
COMMUNICATION DEPT. ANNUAL SENIOR BBQ: Annual
get-together for all senior Comm. Majors at 2 p.m. Comm. Dept.
Awards Ceremony at 5 p.m. See Kathy in the Comm. Dept. office
with a $2 donation & you will receive a map to Jack & Sheila's
house. Wednesday, May 15; (Rain date Saturday, may 18)
PRAYER GROUP: Circle of Hope. Sponsored by United Campus
Ministry. An informal time of prayer and meditation. Wednesday, May 15, Waysmeet, Protestant Student Center, 6 p.m.

TALK - Wild Walkers Walk Talk, Celebration Awards Lunch.
Featured speaker: Melvin Nielson, President of Seacoast Striders,
the local Volks Marching Group. Senate Room, MUB, noon to 1 p.m.
SHOWCASE PRESENTATION-Musical Theater, variety of Broadway hits. Hennessy Theater, 7:30 p.m., $3 at door only.

CROSS TRAINING CLASS (non-credit): Continue your fitness
program with aerobic/ calisthenics, power walking and aquacize
beginning July 8 until August 9. First class meets in NH Hall, M/
W/F, 12-1 p.m: All ability levels welcomed! Register in Room 151,
Field House, M-F 8 a.m.-4 p.m. $15 summer students, $20 Rec Pass
holders, $30 others.
UNH FIELD HOUSE SUMMER HOURS: Escape the noontime
sun and get your daily exercise indoors at the FH (wt. room,
gymnasium, fitness ctr., squash/racketball cts.) from noon-1:30
p.m. Mon-Fri, June 3-August 16, 1991. Special note: The field
house pool will remain open until June 19. The outdoor pool opens
.
June 20, 1991.

LAST DAY OF CLASSES

WEDNESDAY
READING DAY
DISCUSSION - Pulitzer Prize-winning historian Laurel Thatcher
Ulrich will discuss "The Use of Diaries in Writing History." Special
Collecti~ns (Dimond Library's 3rd Floor), 4 p.m.

THURSDAY
READING DAY

Moil Boxes fir. Announces

The

GREAT MOVE. OUT!

Boxes ond Pocking Tape Supplied
Fast Ground or Air Shipping via UPS

BRING
COMPUTERS • CLOTHES • BOOKS
STEREOS • TRUNKS
DO YOUR OWN BOXING 01 WE WILL GLADLY
PACKAGE ANT OR All OF YOUR ITEMS

.

■· MAILBOXES ETC.
Prtvate Mailbox Service
UPS• OHL• Stam.,..
FAX Sending and Rccdvtng
Packa~ and Shipping • Coples
Office SuppUcs • Packaging SuppUca

827 Central Ave.
Dover, NH 03820

BUS 603 743-4947
FAX 603 743-5843

THEATER - Encore performances of "The Hypochondriack" and
"Odyssey." Special performances of this year's "Artsreach" touring
programs. Proceeds to benefit department scholarships. Hennessy
Theater, 7 p.m., $3 at door.
MUSO FILM - "Saturday Night Fever." Strafford Room, MUB, 7:30
and 10 p.m.

FRIDAY
FINAL EXAMS BEGIN
DIMOND LIBRARY - Open extended hours, 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.

(IJ.TTM&-,,..U,CS'10eHOP....._VS~

UPS AUTHORIZED SHI PP/NG OUTLET

SATURDAY
DIMOND LIBRARY - Open Extended Hours - 10 a.~. - 10 p.m.

Pregnant? ·
Need Help?

HIGH SCHOOL HONORS FLUTE CHOIR CONCERT - Peggy
Vagts, directing. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, 7
p.m.

Seacoast Crisis
Pregnancy Center
FREE & CONFIDENTIAL
• PREGNANCY TESTING
• COUNSELING AND INFORMATION
• PRACTICAL SUPPORT

HOTLINE
749-4441

We Care!
90 Washington Street
Suite 306B, Dover, NH

SUNDAY
SEACOAST NHMTA RECITAL - Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, 3 p.m.
HEALTH FORUM - Senator Jay Rockefeller of West Virginia will
address some of the important health issues facing this country.
Open discussion will follow his remarks. Alumni Center, 7:30 p.m.
THURSDAY, MAY 23·

WOMEN'S SPIRITUALITY GROUP: Share in a celebration of our
time together with a meal & closing ritual. Please bring: poem,
quote, song, etc. to share; also bring simple food items to share (i.e.
bread, cheese, fruit, etc.). Thursday, May 16, Waysmeet, Protestant Student Center, 7 p.m.

FINAL EXAMS END

FRIDAY
SENIOR DAY

HEALTH

BACCALAUREATE SERVICE- Johnson Theater, 5:30 p.m.

"

Unless otherwise stated, the following are sponsored by Health
Education and held in Health Services:
HIV TESTING & COUNSELING: Anonymous and confidential;
available at the Office of Health Education and Promotion: Mon.
9 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.; Tues. 9-11 :45 a.m. and Thurs. 1-4 p.m. Call 8623823 for an appointment.
·
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS MEETING: Fridays,
Conference Room #201A, 1-2 p.m.

MEETINGS
DISCUSSION GROUP: For gay men and men questioning their
sexuality. Wednesdays, Conference Room #201A, 6:30-8 p.m.

CONGRATULATIONS
1
to the Class of 91 !
But, don't forget:
You can still use
our services
AFTER
GRADUATION!

SATURDAY
BREAKFAST, NEW HAMPSHIRE HALL, 8 A.M.
COMMENCEMENT - Speaker, Lamar Alexander, recently named
U.S. Secretary of Education. Cowell Stadium, 10:30 a~m.
To submit information stop by the MUB Administration Office,
Room 322 for form~ and deadlines.

WE CAN HELP YOU WITH:
Student -Youth - Teacher - Budget Airfares
Low Domestic Airfares • Eurail-Britrall Passes
Adventure Tours • Youth Hostel Memberships
• lntemational 1.0.•s • Car Rental & Leasing•
• Work & Study Abroad programs •
• !.anguage Courses and Morel

Council Travel

Boston

'266-19'26

h !.l"'ard Sq.
497-14" 1

M.I.T.
'2'25-'255!>

~orth£astcm

4'24-6665

STEP ON UP TO STRAFFORD PLACE
Now renting under NEW management

Beautiful Accomodations.
Great Student Rates!
Call between 12-5 and ask for Trixie
❖.":·=-~
(603)868-2192
14 Strafford Avenue
Durham, NH 03824
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Stud~.Dt~,)"ally against
the>aBJUifiiSlt:tion

Room in the MQi:/ln response to problems
with parking, th~;: ;: :11-point plan and other
campus issues, sfudents presented a list of 11
, demands to the administration. These included
.: ·- a re-evaluation of the conduct system, a less
16
t~
stringent alco~ol polic~, and st~dent input on
~ how the 11-pomt plan 1s to be implemented.
___
·
In the spring semester, the
administration attempted to address all of
th e 9_
e.dJQ.nce rns .

E
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English professor dils

E

Burns speaks
at graduation

:•:.::::::::::-:-.

Wolftan assaulted

·p/~:;_

The Keene State\3ofr~g~:-$tU_~ent.p~ity
id~Dj\v~s.:;~pe.l!~d from school on
····· Dec. 7, just before losing__ ~i_$
wit~· the.Cn-e·shire Co~oty Sup-erior Court.
Don McNally, origfhaliy accfis~~:-·•of_. .~exu:aUy_ _as~:BY-UirittJlJ~h1ale student offcampus, was tried for simple assaul't\ ancf shiP.PJtfl.~hg. After ap:pealing hi_
s October
conviction, McNally appealed. On Dec. §,;Hhei~@p.peal failed.

:app~?.~

ll.%.ur#i

THE

T

SHOP ·

.
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RELAX AT THE PRIVATE 1-IOTTUB ROOM RENTALS
. AND TANNING FACILITIES
• Showers, Dressing Area_ and Stereo in ~ach Tub ~oom • ~uite with Video Player and Lounge Area •
• Towels and Hair Dryers Furmshed • Jmces & DISposable Bathing Suits Available•
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The G ul f ·war
Campus is divided into supporters and protesters

As UNH students and professors enjoyed their Christmas break,
America was plunged into war. The Persian Gulf war officially began on Jan.
16, as the nation watched on television.
Students, professors and faculty reacted to the war in different ways. All
over campus, people who supported the troops wore yellow and white ribbons.
Some professors, students and faculty organized speak-outs against the war,
while others put bumper stickers with slogans, such as We support Operation
Desert Shield on their cars.
Letters to the Editor poured in over whether a War and Peace
minor should be established and many people stayed home glued to their
television sets each evening instead of going out.

McGovern speaks at UNH
Says he may run again
Former Presidential candidate George McGovern attracted a crowd
of 800 when he spoke atthe Granite State Room of the MUB. McGovern told
the crowd that he was tired of the homogeneity of the Democratic and
Republican parties and announced that if he could find no one worthy to run
on the Democratic presidential ticket for 1992, he.might run himself.

Gregg missed speaking to students

-lot becomes .commuter parking
When students returned for the second
semester, they found the parking situation further
changed. Most of the metered ·spaces in the lot were
removed, and 8-lot · became predofT!in antly a
commuter parking area.

Gov. Judd Gregg was scheduled to visit the University
. the week before students returned to school in January.
However, organizers from Student of America and the World
(SAW), cancelled the event, trying to reschedule for a time
when students would be here.
SAW was not able to arrange a new date with Gregg
and he never did visit to speak with students.

...

:

Incinerator to be
-moved off-camous

Steadman returns to -the University
On Jan. 31, the Strafford Superior Court ruled that Antonio Darnell
Steadman, a basketball player expelled in November on sexual assault charges,
could return to the University because the University Conduct Board did not
provide Steadman with due process.
~-: =~::;:;••.

History professor dies after

iifij~

The MUB Board of Governors announced that an
Interactive Television Studio (ITV) woutd be constructed
in the basement of the MUB over the summer. ITV will
allow people hundreds of miles away to talk to each
other through a television set, rather -than through a ·
teleohrme.
'
·
Student leaders were upset with the lack of
student input in making this decision, especially because
the MUB is considered the student's building.

·:::f

Donald Wilcox, a 52-year-old UNH history professor,
died on Feb. 8, of complications from AIDS in his Boston
home. Wilcox, aUNH professorof 20years, was forced to stop
teaching first semester due to his illness·~ Wilcox will be
remembered in the de.oartmentforhis enthusiasm and devotion,
said history department chair John Voll.
Dean of Liberal Arts Stuart Palmer said "Professor
Wilcox was a superb teacher and scholar. This is a great loss
to the University."

:~t.

year. WalterEggers, v1cepres1dentofAca~~,.
1 11
Affairs, said Fireside was not seen as a viaW.MIPll!l·:i·i:·i~IIPcJ'' e. O o~mg year.
............... ·····················"'"·····............=·t' he Urnvers1ty System
academic affair. Because of budget cuts, therEJltl1i1IB1~Iliitit111li::•.- .. t th
,
,,=:=:=:::Wl
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ti
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agams
e
governors
·1s no money for the program
•
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students. The main obJect1ve of the
program was to "educate people
about recycling,'~ said Organizer Dirk
T',mmons.

In,

Conduct system under fire
Faces changes in structure

._,r1iet'II

Next year's budget
looks bleak for UNH -

The Steadman case drew attention to
how the University Conduct Board is structured
The proposed budget for USNH looked bleak for the
and how it treats students accused of breaking
upcoming fiscal year. The House of Representatives
University rules.
.-.-:,::::ttltlllllH:=:::::,proposed budget looked as if it could leave UNHto face cuts
To look into possible problems w1ttvtfhi===========:=============:=======::====:=================iof:::1Jp to 17 percent.

~~~~~~~%de~~) ~~~~~:;~~~u~~~iflliiiiiiiit~~~~y~~=~~~~pat~a~~i~=~~l~;~n~a~~~i~i:ir~~~v~
present system
.... :·..•.·..•... :·::·:··=..···:·.·:·..•:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:.:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:.:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:.iafff:in:··:add1t10n to the 253 currently unfilled pos1t1ons) " It
Although no definite changes nav~PB.e.e.tftlHlllJl~lJlflHlJaJso~s.aitteducat1onal programs and public services may be

Matt Newland becomes
USNH student trustee

to increase security patrols of the areas.
They also said they planned to increase foot
patrols on campus. UNH Police Chief Roger
Beaudoin advised all students to take
necessary precautions when they were

Steadman withdraws from University
Activist William Sloane
Coffin said America needs to put
its house in order, when he came
to UN H on March 1. Coffin spoke
out against Bush's New World
Order. He said it is scandalous
that the US, the richest nation in
the world, should have so many
poor people.

Antonio Darnell Steadman withdrew
from school on March 8. His lawyer John
Lyons Jr., said Steadman had been offered
athletic scholarships at two other schools.
Lyons would not name the schools.
Steadman withdrew because he did
not feel able to function properly at the
University. "He's leaving to get away from all

this," said Lyons.

Matt Newland was elected to
serve as ~SNH student trustee.
Newland, who ran against Wally
Keniston also helped organize the proeducation rally in Concord in April.

Lawrence and Reid win.A{
the student body electiill

Students ral~y for education
:•:

In response to po$$ible cuts in the USNH budget from
the state, students from,itJ.:p f the system's colleges held a proeducation rally in Co11gglr il:p n April 1, 1991. More than 1,000
people attended, af1.A:1l~it@ngg.to students and legislators talk

~~~~~ ~~~~~:oif:alliBIIIJl;!n told them they 'Were
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Four students announced their intent to run
for student body president and vice president. The
first election resulted in a run-off because none of the
candidates received 50 percent of the votes. Malinda
Lawrence and Sue Reid won the SBP and SBVP
position in the final ~Jection.
Although .8 1-ndy Spartichino and Ari
Wertheimer cam@JP:IQ§:f~ to beating Marie Garland
did not
theyfollowed
l l:1,lmllii i l:i: m:r~t election'
and
and Andrus
rurUiffCVarsa@ne
it to theBat~il
makeJames
the other three cJhdi'-fltf-1$\Xith the smallest number

;iii~, of vote~andidates Marie Garland and Jim Batty

Laurel Ulrich, a UNH history professor, won
the Pulitzer Prize for history for her book, A midwife's
Tale: The Life of Martha Ballard, Based on Her
. Diary, 1785-1812."
Ulrich had already received two awards for
the book, a biogfaphy from an 18th century diary that
Ulrich said sq.,e just happened to find in the M~ine
State Library[
/t~·
··==,=\ t \ 1

nr;hile Garland and Batty rece.ived 10.9 percent.
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In an interview~!th The New Hampshire, Gov.
Judd Gregg was a9:~\d about how to improve
productivity at the l!;Q:~Mifsity. Gregg responded by
saying, "I think yoµ] ffl.!9.Pk JiSk your professors to

:e~~:;~~~;::;e~Jll ,li11~1£:~- ;~t=~ ~e;:r~e n~
increas~:;g~ s:~ S!llllllfisticabout but
1

0

UNH,

had doubts about the "Ohfvii'rsity's management.

/
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~eoiew.---- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

New record store opens in Durham

US Education Secretary
to speak at graduation

As of May 1 , students, faculty and staff received the
opportunity to buy tapes, CDs and albums without traveling to the
mall. Sound alternatives, a record store next to Nick's, opened.
Harvey Wasserman, its owner, said he was "surprised at how many
records I've sold. I wouldn't think that students living in dorms would
really want to be lugging records around."

New UACs offer
housi ~g option

Lamar Alexander, the US
education secretary, will speak at this
year's Commencement exercises on
May 25. Alexander was governor of
Tennessee and president of the ·
University of Tennessee.
While on campus, he will receive
an honorary doctorate .of law degree
from UNH.
Alexander is a classical and
country pianist and author of three
books.

UVM students arrested
and removed from office

Students returning in the fall will have the
option o_f living in the new Undergraduate Apartment
Complex being built now in the rear of A-lot.
The complex includes six-person apartments,
which will be priced the same as the original
undergraduate apartment complex located behind
the Elliott Alumni Center.

Gov. Gregg demands that KSC President be fired for
not sponsorh1g religious ceremonies at graduation
Gov. Judd Gregg said in a public
statement that he thought the Keene State
College president should be fired if she had
ng religious
anything to do with not sponsori _
ceremonies for graduation on campus.
Keene State moved baccalaureate off
campus and canceled other religious
ceremonies because of complaints that state
institutions should not sponsor religious events.
Gov. Gregg said Keene State's actions
"knocks dirt in the face of taxpayers by saying
that there is no God."

University of Vermont
(UVM) students were removed
from the President's office by
the police. The students had
been occupying the office in an
attempt to increase diveristy
and the number of minority
students and faculty at UVM.

Graduates having
t~ouble finding jobs
. Many graduates this year
are having trouble finding jobs
before they leave UNH. Because
of a recent economic recession,
companies have been sending out
fewer and more selective recruiters
for shorter periods of time.
David Holmes, director of
Career Planning and Placement,
said "When things were good in
1988-89, we were getting an
average of 230 recruiters per year.
This year we only had about 170
come to our campus."

(
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UNIV ERS ITY OF NEW HAM PSH IRE
SUM MER SESS ION
GENERAL EDUCAT ION COURSE S OFFERED THIS SUMMER
These courses may be used to satisfy UNH Gc11crnl Ed11cntio11 Requircmmts
wliiclz arc in effect for students admitted to U11iucrsity degree status in September 1984 or Inter.
Times

CR

Course :'Jo.Course Title

MTWTh

3:10-5:lOpm

4

525(01)

June 3-July 3

MTWTh

10:l0am-12:lOpm 4

-101 (01}

June 3-July 3
June 3-July 3

MTWTh
MTWTh

8:00-1 O:00am
8:00am-noon

4
4

406(01)
435(01)

June 3-July 3

MTWTh

8:l0am-noon

4

401(01)

May 28-Aug. 15 TTh

6:00-8:00pm

4

MTWThF
MTWThF
July 15-August 9 MTWThF
MTWThF

-l
8:10-10:00am
)0:10am-12:30pm
-l
8:10-10:00am
10:10am-12:30pm

-120(01)
420(02)
425(01)
-125(02)
425(03)

Course No.Course Title
Food& People (Spec. fee: S15) June 3-July 3

Cult. & Soc. Anthropology

Visual Studies
Introductory Drawing

Environmental Biology

Business Statistics

Chemistry (Chem)
403(01)
404(01)

General
(Sepcial
General
(Special

June 17-July 12

Chemistry
fee: 535)
Chemistry
fee: $35)

Classics (Clas)
June 3-July 3

Classical Mythology

MTWTh

10:l0am-noon

-112(01}
447(01)

Propaganda and Persuasion June 3-July 3
Intro to Interpersonal Comm June 3-July 3

MTWTh
MTWTh

-l
8:00-10:00am
10:lOam-12:lOpm 4

Computer Literacy and Applications (Inco)
495(01)
495(02)

June 3-July 3

Computer Applic.
(Special fee: $10)
Computer Applic.
(Special fee: $10)

MTWTh 7:30-9:30pm

4

5:20-7:20pm

4

June 3-August 9 TTh

Intro/Computers & Program June 3-August 9
Intro/Computers & Program June 3-August 9
Intro/Computers & Program June 3-August 9
Intro Program. w/PA~CAL June 3-July 3
Intro Program. w/PASCAL June 3-July 3
July 8-August 9
Intro Data Structures w IC
July 8-August 9
Intro Data Structures w/C
Scientific Program w /Fortran July 8-August 9
Scientific Program w/Fortran July 8-August 9

TTh
MW
TTh
TTh
MW
TTh
MW
TTh
MW

3:10-5:l0pm
5:20-7:20pm
7:30-9:30pm
1 :00-3:00p111
5:20-7:20pm
3: 10-5:00pm
7:30-9:30pm
3:10-5:lOpm
7:30-9:30pm

4
4
4
2
2

June 3-July 3

MTWTh

10:l0am-noon
1 :00-3:00pm

4

w

June 3-July 3
July 8-August 9
June 3-July 3
July 8-August 9

MTWTh
MTWTh
MTWTh
MTWTh

8:00-1 O:00am
8:00-10:00am
8:00-1 O:00am
8:00-1 0:O0am

MTWTh

8:00-10:00,llll

June 3-July 3
July 8-August lJ

MTWTh
MTWTh

10:lllam-12:10p111 4
8:llll-1 ll:00am
➔

June 3-August 9 MW

7:30-9:30pm

4

4
8:00-10:llll,l 111
4
8:00-l0:lllla111
4
8:0ll-10:00,1111
l0:lllc1111-I:?.: lllp1114
4
5:30-7:30pm

June 3-July 3
July 8-August lJ
June 3-July 3
June 3-July 3
June 3-August 9

MTWTh F
MTWThF
\IITWTh F
MTWThF
MW

Introduction to Music

June 3-July 3

MTWTh 7:30-9:30pm

4

Beginning Logic
Computer Power
& Human Reason

4
4
4
4

\11TWTh I0:I0,1m-l:?.:lllp1114
June 3-July 3
4
July 8-August 9 MTWTh 7:30-9:30pm

General Physics II
(Special foe: S2.00)

June 3-July 3

\11TWTh
T

L/:

Ill,1111-noon
l:lll-3:0llpm

4

Introductory Botany
(Speci,11 h'L': SI 0 ()())

Ju1ll' 3-Julv:,

\11TWTh
TTh

8:llll-lll:llll,1111
I0:0ll,1111-nuon

-l

l\1litics ,rnd Societv
,\nwric,rn Cm·t & l\1litics
LS in World Affairs

lunL' }-August L/ \,1\\'
July 8-August L/ \,lTWTh
\-1TWTh
JunL' 3-July:,

J:ltl-'i:lllp111
lll:(Hl,1111-nu(l!l
.S:I0-ltl:llll,1m

➔

Introduction to Psychology
Introduction to Psychology
Statistics in Psych.
(Special fee: S15)
The Great Psychologists

June 3-July 3
July 8-August 9
June 3-July 3

MTWTh
MTWTh
MTWTh

4
4

10:10nm-12:10prn 4
4
8:00-1 0:0Oam
4
8:00-10:00am

July I-August 9 MTWTh 7:30-9:lOpm

4

Russian (Russ)
Intro to Soviet Union

4

June 3-July 3

MTWTh

8:00-1 0:00am

JuneJ-JulyJ
June 3-August 9
July 8-August 9
June 3-July 3

MTWTh
MW
MTWTh
MTWTh

10:10c1111-12:10pm4
4
7:30-9:30pm
4
8:00-10:00c1m
4
8:00-10:00am

July8-August9

MTWTh

10:10am-12:10pm4

June 3-July 3

MTWTh

10:lOam-12:lOpm -l

June 3-July 3

MTWTh
MTWTh
MTWThF
MTWThF
MTWThF
MTWThF

8:10-10:00am
10:l0am-noon
8:10-10:00am
10:lOam-noon
8:10-10:00am
10:lOam-noon

Sociology (Soc)
400(01)
500(01)
502(01)
540(01)

Introductory Sociology
Social Psychology
Statistics
Social Problems

Theater (Thea)

Freshman English
Freshman English
Freshman English
Survey of Amer. Literature
Intro to Critical Analysis

435(01)
June 17-Aug. 9
June 17-Aug. 9
June 18-Aug. 1
June 3-July 3
June 3-August 9

MW
TTh
TTh
MTWTh
TTh

10:10am-12:40pm 4
4
6:30-9:00pm
4
1 :30-4:30pm
4
8:00-1 0:00a m
10:1 0am-12:1 0pm 4

Environmental Conservation (E C)
Contemp Conservatn Issues June 3-July 3

MTWTh

10:10am-12:10pm 4

MTWTh

10:lOam-noon

Family Studies (FS)

-101(01)

Human .Development

June 3-July 3

Intro to Women's Studies

Zoology (Zool)
507(01)
508(01)

4

Introduction to Theater

Women's Studies (WS)

412(01)

525(01)

I

Psychology (Psyc)

425(01)

Principles of Econ Macro
Principles of Econ Macro
Prif1:ciples of Econ Micro
Principles of Econ Micro

Finite Mathematics
Finite Mathematics
Calculus I
Calculus I
Calculus I

401 (01)
-101 (02)
402(01)

(Engl 401 has a special fee of $6.00).

635(01)

4

June 3-July 3

Political Science (Polt)
401(()1)
402(()1)
403(()1)

571(01)

Intro to Oceanography
(Special Fee: $5.00)

Intro to 1-lumanities

2
2
2

English (Engl)
401(01)
401(02)
401(03)
516(01)
519(01)

History of the Modern US
Western Civilization

2

Economics (Econ)
401(01)
401(02)
402(01)
- 402(02)

US Health Care Systems

Plant Biology (PBio)
-112(01)

Earth Sciences (ESci)
501(01)

-l

Physics (Phys)
-108(01)

Computer Science (C S)
406(01)
406(02)
406(03)
410(01)
410(02)
410C(0l)
410C(02)
410F(0l)
410F(02)

8:00-1 ll:()[Jcrn1

Philosophy (Phil)

-l

Communicat ion (Cmn)
-156(01)
457(01)

MTWTh

Music (Musi)
401(01)

501(01)

June 3-Julv 3

Math (Math)

Business Administrati on (Admn)
424(01)

Intro to German Culture

Humanities (Huma)

Biology (Biol)
402(01)

CR

History (Hist)

The Arts (Arts)
431(01)
532(01)

Tinws

Health Management and Policy (HMP)

Anthropolog y (Anth)
411(01)

~s

German (Germ)

Animal Science (AnSc)
400(01)

Dates

Principles of Zoology
Lab (Special fee: $15)
Human Anat & Physiology
Lab (Special Fee: $15)
Human Anat & Physiology
Lab (Special Fee: $15)

June 3-July 3
July 8-August 9

Plus Many Other Undergrad uate and Graduate Credit Courses
Offered This Summer in a Wide Range of Subjects.

PICK UP YOUR SUMM ER SESSI ON CATALOG NOW!
call 862-4234.
At the Summer Session Office, Verrette House, 6 Garrison Ave. (across from Stoke), at the MUB or Library. Or
Mail, Phone, and In-Person Registration Now In Progress! The First Summer Term Starts June 3.

4

4

4
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Undergradu ate Ocean
ResearchPr ogratn
(Tech 697)
Final Presentatio ns
Wednesday May 15th, 1991
2:30-4:00 P.M.
Berkshire Room
New England Center

Student team presentations will include:

(Removal of Marine Bifouling Organisms)

eAMSTEL
(Automated Monitoring System to Evaluate Lobsters)

eREPPS
(REmote Programmable Plankton Sampler)

f

9t[[ acuf~, students, ani staff are wekome

i:#fJte-

HOICES
UNH MANCHESTER SUMMER SESSIONS
UNH Manchester's Summer Sessions offer open
enrollment in hundreds of day and evening
courses. The curriculum includes courses that fulfill college degree requirements and programs
for personal and professional development.
FOUR SUMMER SESSIONS:

■
■

June 3 - July 3
June 3 - Aug. 9

■
■

July 8 - Aug. 9
June 3 - July 25
(Nashua)

For more information call 668-0700

D
D
D

Please send the 1991 UNH Manchester Summer Bulletin.
Please send the 1991 Fall Semester UNH Manchester Bulletin.
Please send information on degree programs offered at
UNH Manchester.
,,

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City, State, Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

UNH AT MANCHESTER SUMMER 1991
220 HACKETT HILL ROAD, MANCHESTER, NH 03102

UNHMDegree
Programs:
_ Biology
Business Adm.
Communication
_ Computer Info. Systems
_ English
_ History
Humanities
_ Psychology
_ Sign Language Intrp.
Studio Arts
TNH
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Write for The New Hampshire

Tip of the Week

Think Positive!
~
Visualize yourself doing
well on the test!
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<P lV[

".E.arly
C o-n..gra-t:uCa-t::ion..s
-to -t:Fie foCCozv-i-n..g
..5ZL:n,,

<P 1'11

Plii 9\,£-,_,_ Ser1-ic,,s:
Barbara .A:n.d.erso:n.
Heather-Fay Barclay
Su.e Bod.i:n.
.Arny Bu.rchyr,_s
l'v.lary Coch.
l'v.lary-.Arl.:n. C:u.:n.rl.i.:n.gham
Ellen Dea:n.e
Cheryl Desh.ai.es
Erin Fi:n.rl.i.ga.n.
l'v.li.chele Garro:n.

Christel Grau.ma:n.:n.
Cherrie Iappi:n.i
Kristi:n. Lei.bl
L yr,_:n. l'v.lara:n.d.ett
Kim Kett
l'v.la.ri.a. l'v.la.rti:n.i
I<risti:n. Poor
Lea Steve:n.s
Lara. Stroshi:n.e
J e:n.:n. You.:n.g

NOW RENTING FOR FALL '91
Valentine Smith House
Hamilton Smith House
(Red Tower)
J. Twombly House
John Giles House
Other single family houses
One of each: four, five,
and six person units
available. Walk to campus
facilities. Off street parking.
Heat and hot water
included. Some units,
Landlord pays all utilities.

~

***All RENTALS IN DURHAM***

G-ood. L-.i.ck.!
We•11 rvciss Yo-.i.

Call Kyreages Inc. Rentals
1-800-732-4817
CALL UPTO 11:00 PM DAILY FOR DETAILS
AND INFORMATION

IT'S THE 10TH ANNIVERSA RY ISSUE!

VOL. 3, NO. 2

"Odd's my bodkins, it is to laugh."

EST.1989

SHARPEN THOSE MATH SKILLS ON BRAIN-BUSTERS TORN RIGHT FROM EVERYDAY LIFE!
1. Steve needs $36.00 to buy "Take These Broken
Wings - 1984-85," the new 6-CD Mr. Mister
boxed set. He makes $1.50 per hour, under the
table, from Oodles of Noodles for ensuring that the
Chicken Flavor Dust goes into the foil package
with the little chickens on it. How many hours does
he have to work to buy that little slice of heaven?
Extra Credit: Steve also wants to buy "867-5Legend," the 13-CD boxed set from Tommy TuTone, which costs $72.00. How many more hours
will he have to work to get that, as well?

3. William is a very nice boy with a strong
set of morals. He doesn't really want to kill
Greg, but every time he rolls in the hay with
Pam he moves 1/32 closer to pulling the
trigger. How many times does William have
to do the deed with Pam before William
ventilates Greg's head in Greg's new
condo?

2. Mary's hot dog contains 3% chicken, 5%
pig hair, 27% horse entrails and 61 % soy
substitute. The remainder is dirt from the
slaughterhouse floor. If the hot dog weighs 3
ounces, how many ounces of it is dirt?

4. Mrs. Thurman makes $200 per week, from which she
has to feed her 14 kids and her husband, who earns
nothing, but does watch a lot of TV. So, of course, she has
to be very careful with the money she spends. If she has
to choose between 3 lbs. of bananas, at $.39 per lb., or a
7 oz. bag of Cheese Doodles at $1.96, which should she
choose? Keep in mind that the Cheese Doodles bc;1g is
much, much bigger than the bunch of bananas, and also
that the Doodles are a catchy shade of orange, while the
bananas are a dull faded yellow. Don't forget to consider
that her kids really, really love Cheese Doodles.

6. Walter talks out loud to himself on the bus every time
he rides it. One out of four times, he shouts to himself,
and 30% of that time he yells something about Eisenhower still running the country from a throne in hell.
There is also a general 20% chance that he'll make a
reference to the cameras disguised as bumblebees that
the government uses to keep track of his whereabouts.
What are the chances that you'll sit next to him and hear
him yell, but mention neither Eisenhower nor the spy
bees?
5. Judd Gregg has a nagging rectal itch.
He requires two tubes of ointment per
week to soothe the burning. If the ointment costs $2.00 pertube, and he needs
to buy enough for a year, how much will
it cost the god-fearing taxpayers?

7. With every beer Hank drinks, he's 5% more
likely to start a fight and 7% more likely to lose
one. If Hank, after drinking a twelve-pack, meets
a person that he, when sober, is 50% tougher
than, what will happen? If a fight does indeed
start, assume a 25% chance that Hank will, when
punched in the stomach, spew vomit onto his foe.

8. Henry is .losing hair from the top of his head at the rate of 23 hairs
per day. Assuming he has 30,000 hairs on his head, and he is now
12 years old, how old wfo he be when he starts growing the hair really
long on one side and combing it over his bald skull? Bonus: How old
will Henry be when hair starts-worming its way out of his ears?

MAY THE DOGS STAY FAR BEHIND, PAGE SCOTCH BROTH

The best episode s of The Facts of Life
INCLUDING THE CLASSIC 'NATALIE EATS AN ENTIRE PIG!'
"You take the good, you take the bad, you take them both and there you
have the facts of life." Those power-packed lyrics heralded the arrival of the
show that summed up the '80s in one crisp, message-filled half-hour. That
show was, of course, 'The Facts of Life." America grew up with happy-golucky Tootie, snooty Blair, masculine Jo and enormous Natalie, and we
listened with our ears close to the tube as Mrs. Garrett ceaselessly dispensed
fistfuls of wisdom that we youngsters could use in our own topsy-turvy
lives.
Since its cancellation, we here at LAPHOS have had a few years to
reflect upon "The Facts of Life." One day, as we sat in the spacious LAPHOS
office complex discussing Molly Ringwald' s suspicious disappearance from
the show, the realization hit us that a generation of Americans could at this
moment be sprouting to adulthood without ever having seen the show that
has helped shape our values more than any other. We decided to rectify the
situation and present to a new audience what we've decided, after many a
heated debate, to be the creme de la creme, the mano a mano -in short, the
very best of "The Facts of Life." Look upon these synopses of our favorite
episodes, and maybe you too will suddenly be finding out the facts oflife are
all about you.

Episode 114-Mrs. Garrett catches Blair masturbating with
a vengeance in her bedroom. After a shocked Blair gathers
her wits and her clothes about her, Mrs. Garrett gives her a
matronly pat on the back and says, "Oh, dearie, it's perfectly
alright to indulge in a little diddling here and there. I've
been known to tickle the ivories from time to time mys~lf."
"Really?" asks Blair.
"Sure.Just don't let it interfere with your schoolwork,"
says Mrs. Garrett. Also, Natalie eats an entire pig.
Episode 156-Jo shoots and kills a man in an Ames just to
see what it feels like. Upon returning to the house, she
quickly locates Mrs. Garrett and confesses.
"Oh, honey, I can't tell you the number of times I've
thrill-killed," responds Mrs. Garrett good-naturedly. "Just
make sure you wear a mask. And I recommend hollowpoints."
Also, Natalie eats a piece of plywood.
Episode 207 - Tootie, anxious to pass her history test,
agrees to be impregnated by Satan in return for a passing
grade. After acing the test without studying, she's forced to
explain herself to Mrs. Garrett. The old woman understands, though. "We've all had our experiences with paranormal beings, darling. Back in my younger days, Zeus
came to me in the form of a goat and, well. .. " blushes Mrs.
Garrett. Tootie feels much better. Also, Natalie eats a love
seat.

Episode 67 - Tootie tearfully reveals to Mrs. Garrett that she has contracted
gonorrhea from a man named Blinky. Mrs. Garrett rubs Tootie's neck and
reveals her own sordid sexual history, and says, "Listen, darling, I've seen
my share of the clap. You'll get over it." Also in this episode, Natalie eats a
box of Devil Dogs.
Episode 82 - Jo declares her love for muffins. Blair snidely asks, "Is that a
euphemism?" Jo breaks both her little fingers ~nd chews her left earlobe
clean off. Mrs. Garrett calms them both down by saying, "Girls, girls. Let's
break this up," and then later says to both of them, '1 beat up one of my
friends so bad she begged the doctors to kill her. Girls will be girls."
"Gee,thanks,Mrs.Garrett,"sayB lairandJo,andtheyhugandmakeu p.
Also, Natalie eats two Pepperidge Farm chocolate layer cakes and some
Doritos.

Blair, soon before Jo broke
both her little fingers.
(Artist's rendition.)

Episode 312, the final episode - Natalie eats Tootie. Natalie, her mouth ringed by blood, c·onfides in Mrs. Garrett,
and Mrs. Garrett recoils in horror. "Get the hell out of my
house, you disgusting piece of filth!" Also, Natalie eats
Blair .

••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••• •• ••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••
Over the past 131 years, the residents
of this great nation have eagerly
awaited one day each month with a
glee normally reserved for holidays.
That day, of course, is the day when
Reader's Digest arrives in the mailbox of each and every citizen across
this land. And really, it is a sort of
holiday.
But a special subsection of the
public has an even keener interest in
the arrival of the world-renowned
condensed magazine. You see, collegians are often known to tear copies
of the magazine of their own mothers' hands just to get to one section Campus Comedy, the part that's
always full of riotous tales of life in
dorms and classrooms.
We here at LAPHOS, with the
aid of a man known only as
"Gruntboy," have managed to acquire some Campus Comedy submissions that just missed being published in Reader's Digest. Although
the following tales didn't meet the
standards of that august publication,
we are more than happy to print
them in our own humble humor insert.

Failed

-Contributed by Curt
Malkin

Submissions to
Reader's Digest

A FRIEND'S TEACHER showed up to class one morning
with his shirt hanging out of his pants. "You'll have to
excuse my appearance," he said to the class. "I was running kind of late."
The whole room was quiet until a small voice piped
up from the back of the room. "Hey, your shirt's untucked."
-Contributed by Gary Thong

MY PROFFSSOR AT MICHIGAN was lecturing furiously to
our class about Macbeth when a knock came at the door of
the classroom. Without missing a beat, my professor turned
to the door and said, 'Who goeth there?"
-Contributed by Ellie Loop

I DIDN'T RFAUZE HOW INVOLVED my son became in his
schoolwork until one night when I called his dorm. I asked

AFTER HANDING A PARTICULARLY
nettlesome test back to my students,
I was greeted with stunned silence
as they digested their low test scores.
"Doesanyonehaveanyquestions? "
I asked.
A timid lad in the front row
raised his hand. "Yes, Harry?" I
said.
"I was just wondering," Harry
said slowly, "if this will be graded
on a curve."
-Contributed by G.D.

..... . ;
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if Walt was around. "Hold on, let me check," said the
student who answered, and I heard him walk down the
hall and knock on Walt's door. Then the student came back
to the phone. "Walt's studying now, and he said he can't
come to the phone," said the student.
''This is his mother calling," I said.
"Oh," said the student, and he went and got Chuck,
and I talked to him for a long time.
-Contributed by Tina Bloof

I WAS AMUSING MYSELF in one sociology class by looking at the student in front of me, who had fallen asleep with
his head balanced on his right hand. Imagine my surprise
when his head slipped off the hand! Evidently, balance
was not the strong point of this particular chap. He jerked
awake, looked around a bit, nonplussed, then put his head
back on his hand and resumed sleeping.
Later I compared notes with my roommate, who had
never seen such a thing either, and we both shared a hearty
chuckle.

I THOUGHT I WAS CLEVER about
handing papers in late, but I was
outdone one day by a fellow student in my epidemiology class.
When it came time for the massive
final paper to be collected, the
teacher went around the room and
grabbed one from each and every
student. Until, that is, she came to a
fellow in the back.
"No paper today, Mr.
Thornton?" asked my teacher.
"Lick me," said the fellow, much to the delight of his
classmates.
-Contributed by Wendall Chug

A FRIEND OF MINE went into his wildlife ecology test havi~g
studied a total of five minutes. To make matters worse, he
had smoked about 3 big fat jibbers before going into the
classroom.
The teacher started setting the mounted animals out
on the lab tables in the class, but my friend wasn't paying
attention. He was instead staring intently at a hole in the
desk.
Eventually the teacher said, "Mr. Jones, is everything·
okay?" My friend torehisattentionawayfrom the hole and
looked up - into the snarling face of a stuffed lynx!
His eyes got as wide as they could get. "Holy shit," he
said. Then he put his hands out in front of the lynx's face.
"Dude, chill," he said.
Needless to say, he aced the test.
-Contributed by Helen Reddy
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"MOMMA. DON'T LET YOUR BABIES
GROW UP TO BE BEEF COWS."

ROSEANNE BART

"AN AVERAGE DE'IECTIVE WOULD CONCLUDE 1lIAT1HE
MURDER WEAPON WAS REMOVED FROM THE SCENE.
BUT, GENILEMEN -- THAT IS SHARP CHEESE."
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"I MADE YOU COOKIES, BUT RAN OUT OF CHOCOI.ATE CHIPS.
SO I CLEANED OUT 1HE RABBIT'S CAGE ... "

"AFfER ONLY ONE DAY ON THE HELIUM DIET,
MRS. GORGE TIPPED nIE SCALES AT 10 POUNDS!"

"WORKING IN A DELI CAN BE TREACHEROUS,
BUT IBE PAY AND BENEFITS ARE PRE'TIY GOOD.''

"HOPE I DIE BEFORE I REALLY GET OLD."

MOTHER MAY I, PAGE MINESTRONE

TAKE A PEEK AT THIS
BLOCKBUSTE R COMING
YOUR WAY SOON FROM
LAPHOSTV! ·
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Ne decided to play a
nasty trick on
Irma Zebelfelch
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in the few minutes that.
we had it, I purchased over
two thousand dollars worth
of new underwear!

• Totally maxing
her card out!
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TOOTS AND THE MAVTALS, PAGE CORN CHOWDER
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What will I do?
My parents will kill

...

ASK DR. HAPPY

crowns ofsummer
Yesterday was the circus
I saw the clowns
Binky and Bozo
Sally and Sue
But I could't blow my nose anymore

J2l. coof(ware fias~o
Cookware, oh where would I be without?
Devilish hordes of radon thieves
come knocking at my door
Without a pot holder I'll burn my five hands
But I don't care anymore
Let them throw the aluminum tupperware
in the dishwasher
Though my mother tells me otherwise
Tabasco stains the china today
They say I can put you from
freezer to oven
But I don't dare
What if you melted like marbles on my lawn?
How can I continue on?
Knowing that someday you'll be up for sale in a
barn
I can't touch my toes anymore,
And my tonsils smell like garlic on Sundays
But she doesn't really care anymore
And should I?
Yesterday I dropped the corningware on jello
The darned stuff didn't break!
Why can't I get it right anymore?
I think I'm going bald

Sam said yesterday will
be blue in the face
And tomorrow will be today in just
an hour
But it just isn't the same without the
clowns
Spiders rain in the dark
They fall from the sky like plagues on
a couch
Junkyards are fun,
But I'd rather have a frappe with
vanilla syrup
Small cans of peaches are like clowns
They both have peel off lids
And when they get old inside,
Lemon flavored snapple goes elsewhere to feast
on the innards of nails
I think my shoes are wet
The dog next door is to blame I'm sure
How many more times will I give it a
bone?
How much longer until the man in
my head
Tells me to eat plankton and watermelons
But leave some for the whales
After all, I am the homemaker

Dr. Martin J. Happy, M.D.

Dear Dr. Happy- I've been going to college for five years,
and I, along with my parents, have invested quite a bit of money
in my education. When I graduate, I hope to get a job that pays
somewhere close to $20,000 per year, hopefully moving up to the
$30,000 range after I put 10 years in the workplace. I just read in
the sports pages that Eric Swann, a 6' 5", 300 lb. defensive end who
took the SATs eight times and never got above 700combined, and
who never went to college as a result, was just drafted in the first
round of the NFL draft and will receive a multi-million-dollar
contract. What I'm wondering is, have all my years of hard work
been for nothing? Has all my attention to niggling academic
details been a big waste of time? I'm depressed, and I'm wondering if you can cheer me up. - confused in Topeka
Dearconfused-Let'slookatthescorecard,myfriend.Ononeside
we have this huge slab of a man who could kill you and all your
brothers and sisters with his fists, and who could also outrun not
only you, but your aging car as well. He's bigger, stronger and more
masculine than you or any of your ancestors have ever been. He
also will be making more money than you'll ever see in your life.
On the other side, we have you, who will hopefully find a
career soon, and if not, will be cooking burgers at the Burger Bungalow across the street and cursing under your breath at the
manager, who you're convinced is much stupider than you but yet
earns twice as much. You're blessed with intelligence, which
allows you to be brillaintly cognizant of the meager promise your
life holds. And you, my friend, have the marvelous ability to
analyze all of your numerous failures and replay them in your head
endlessly, a trait missing in our huge, less-than-introspective friend
Mr. Swann. That's what makes you special -that's what makes
you you. Celebrate it! Live life! Or, in your case, scratch out
whatever pathetic existence you can manage before you die, coughing fitfully.

i
KARL THE MAILMAN' MALONE, PAGE CHICKEN GUMBO

Between 1983 and 1989, over
mysteries have taken
23,000
Many will never be solved· place.
without your help!
.

Upon needing to clean . her brushes,
she soon came to realize that
something was missing!

On a late great gray afternoon,
Izzy Gephelmer was painting ,
her car ...

.,.
o our next encounter
n Williams is offering a
lion of paint reward for
ne having Information.
.
·•w~

ay, Izzy
a report.

But 8111, the little man who lives
in her spleen, told her the
criminal looks just Hke this:

hasn't the s.llghtest
idea who took the thinner.
Nor did she see anyone
that day ...

His name is Sphincter Louis,
a frustrated young gypsy.
Who, when he was only ten
years old, was arrested for
discusing dental procedures
with a pound of haddock.

Join us next time, for another
exciting episode of

a picture Izzy took, with the help of BIii,
of her beloved thinner one week
before it was taken by Louis.

, ..,,

solven t
myster ies

THIN-X
clean air solvent

the odorless
paint thinner

Please take note! The thinner Is harmful
or fatal It swallowed, and is · also
combustible Please do not attempt
to approach the thinner yourselfcontact the police immediately.

HEY KIDSI RELAX AND ENJOY THIS PUZZLE THAT KING LAPHOS CONCOCTED JUST FOR YOUR ENTERTAINMENTI
AND WHO KNOWS -- MAYBE YOU'LL JUST LEARN A LITTLE SOMETHING IN THE PROCESS.
DIAGONAL & BACKWARDS (AT THE SAME TIME)

UP

~Pipes

1 Lemony and smooth to the touch
2 Exactly where it smells like beans (shelled)
3 Icy queen of lust monkey stew (vegetarian style)
4 Beef entrails stretched from head to toe

S A stewed vat of cat 'o nine tails
DOWN

1 Delightfully variable expressions of a counterfeit ballon
2 Eggs diced into the shapes of your- favorite tupperware
3 Excessive applesauce drinks
4 Hairy vegetable that grows in out houses (ripe in June)
S Livingston Taylor's favorite muffin mix (not Jiffy!)

1 A dozen bic pens rolling smooth and calm
Glossy black interior, smells of sulfur and liver
A homemaker's nightmare
Bruce Lee's expected smell of a car thief with a hula-hoop
Slippery and tacky, a bug's worst dream come true in May
6 A 12-foot frankfurter in Times Square
7 An outstanding bite of nuts and bolts

2
3
4
5

STAND UPSIDE DOWN AND OINK LIKE A POSSUM

1 A drill press made to deliver
2 Pizza pies in Kansas, after a storm

3
4
S
6

Wrenches with no melons to tum
Balancing bottles while talking on the TV
Devilled eggs and apple juice, without the cholesterol
Dark toast without a lust for life

MAY FLIES BRING MAY SHOWERS, PAGE BEEF

One Saturday morning, after Encyclopedia Brown had finished
doing everything his parents had asked him to do without a bit of
complaining, he opened the garage door to show the kids in the neighborhood that his detective agency was ready to take a case. He considered
raising his rates, since he has like twenty books out now, but then
reconsidered, thinking that even though the grade school kids that buy
this crap wouldn't notice the difference, they might start to noice that his
author does nothing more than recycle the same old plots every book.
He sat down on an old lawn chair and read a little from the Olde
Farmer's Almanac. He had memorized nearly a whole page of rainfall
figures when Dinky Dormikel burst in, exhausted.
"Geez, take it easy," said Encyclopedia. ''You look like Timothy
Leary- looking for a place to drop!" He snickered to himself and then got
serious. "Are you alright?"
"Bugs Meaney stole my baseball bat," wailed Dinky, "and the big
game is in an hour!"
This is serious, thought Encyclopedia. He had heard of the big game.
"Where and when did this happen?" he asked.
"Over in the park," said Dinky, "just a few minutes ago. When I ran
away like a little cry-baby, he was using it to hit rocks. Will you take the
case?"
"I sure will," Encyclopedia replied. "Let's get over there fast!" The
two boys jumped on their bikes and headed out to the park as fast as they
could, ignoring the fact that Dinky had arrived on foot. As Encyclopedia
pedaled his bike, he thought about how long it had been since he and Bugs
Meaney had matched wits. It had been about two and a half hours. Bugs
had sworn to Mr. Mysoginist, the fruit merchant, that he hadn't stolen an
apple, when Encyclopedia cleverly pointed out that Bugs was holding it
in his hand. Boy, was Bugs angry!
When the two boys reached the park, they could see Bugs Meaney
hitting rocks with a baseball bat while he laughed and joked with two
other members of his gang, the Tigers. They were discussing what they
had planned to do to Encyclopedia if he showed up this time and made •
them look like big galoots. Those were the words they used. Big galoots.
"Give back the baseball bat," said Encyclopedia, as he approached
,
Bugs and the two Tigers.
"I don't see see why I should give back my own bat," said Bugs. ',
''You stole that bat from Dinky less than ten minutes ago," accused'
Encyclopedia. "Give it back now or I'll recite parts of 'Paradise Lost.' "
"Look, I don't know what you're talking about," said Bugs defensively. "I've been here for hours, just hitting rocks." With that he picked
up a rock and hit it with the bat. It made a loud crack and landed in the
Encyclopedia. "Give it back now or I'll recite parts of 'Paradise Lost.' "
"Look, I don't know what you're talking about," said Bugs defensively. '1've been here for hours, just hitting rocks." With that he picked
up a rock and hit it with the bat. It made a loud crack and landed in the
duckpond.
''That's impossible, Bugs," Encyclopedia replied with an impish
grin. "And this impish grin should tell you that I'm going to explain why!"
HOW DID BUGS BLOW IT THIS TIME?
(see below for the solution to ''The Battered Bat Mystery'')

Cl
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Bugs had said, '1've been here for hours, just hitting rocks."
This is how Bugs blew it!
Right after he'd said that, he hit another rock into the water
and Encyclopedia knew he'd caught Bugs in a lie. Encyclopedia
could clearly see that Bugs' biceps were 6.23 inches in circumference. Taking into consideration Bugs' approximate weight and the
height at which he held the bat aloft, Encyclopedia solved for F
using the equation:
( ms + l - (k k )/2 )
F = (L - 1/s - l)
y X
·
kykx
And substituting this coefficient for the standard Fisher's r to z
transformation (assuming sdA = sdJ-iB):

SE

-

1-R}.sc
(n-l)(c-1)

j

- 1
sd;
1-R1 ·
After arriving at this value (K), Encyclopedia simply compared it
to his estimate of the velocity of the bat striking the rock, judged by
the sound it made, taking into consideration the nearby duck pond,
which would suppress the sound, of course. Naturally, Encyclopedia didn't have the F-significance table committed to total memory,
but fortunately it had been printed in the Olde Farmer's Almanac.
Once Encyclopedia pointed out the impossibility of hitting
rocks with that much power for ''hours," Bugs confessed that he'd
stolen Dinky's bat in order to be mean. He gave it back and then
dragged that dick Encyclopedia Brown over to the duck pond and
held his head underwater for a few minutes.
fl;
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Mother's Day, Sid and Mavis
·have Finster steamed
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By Finster Q. McKay

.J

Well, I've just about had it up to here
with people telling me how important my
mother is. Yeah, there was always hot food
on the table and a muffler in the winter, but
hell, she is dead. It's especially a pain in the
grand patoot when you see those advertisemerits for the greeting card where the girl
kisses her mom on the cheek and says
something about always being there. For
. onething,it'sabiglie,andforanotherthing,
who in God's country would want their
mother around forever and ever? Not me,
that's for sure. And not Tank either. So I
miss the brownies; but you don't see me
going around bawling about it.
Anyways, the other day the daughter
came over. You'd think it would have been
to return the garden sprinkler she's had since day one,
but g_uess again. These gardens don't grow by themselves, you know, but let's
not get me going on that.
Says she's got a stack of
selves, you know, but let's
not get me going on that.
Says she's got a stack of
presents for the wife, not
that she's married to a
woman, I mean my wife of
course, her mother, but I
guess you may have already known that.
What is she, Little Lord Fauntleroy or something? The wife I mean. Getting all those
presents. You can bet come Father's Day it'll
be a bottle of that smelly stuff in the whale
tooth. Bet I got fifty empty bottles from that
gunk sitting in the shed out back by the big
tree that got struck by lightning a few years
ago during that big storm, the one where the
folks over on Grove Street lost their chimney. Use the damn things to hold wood
scr~ws. The whale bottles, I mean. A µain to
get them out, the wood screws, but at least
the bottles get some use. I just dump the
smelly stuff out behind the garage. Anyways, it's better than getting a tie. That
would be like Christmas twice a year.
So the thing is, the wife was just loving it
like a pig in a rosebush, if you get my drift.
-. Getting presents, I mean. Says I never buy
her anything anymore. Hah! That's what I
say. It wasn't so long ago that me and Tank
took the wives out to that fancy restaraunt,
the one where you have to stand in line for
ten minutes just to get your own salad, I
mean, what is this anyway, Russia, or something? And all they had was the dressing I
. hate with the things in itthat look like you're
· . eating the part of a fish you're supposed to
give to the cat. And then you had to wait

pillow, I mean, and the wife had done a little
picture of me kicking the kaiser in the backside, or something. I got to admit, it was
pretty clever, b4 t holy smokes! Well, it turned
into a big thing. Sid and Mavis. They cleared
out before you can whistle that song that I
used to hear all the time on the radio all the
time, faster even. Haven't seen them since,
can't say as I'm too broken up about it either,
but the wife still gets steamed every time we
have blackberry tarts. Not that we have
them very often, it's not like we live on the
damn things or something, for crying out
loud. More often than not, we don't spend
too much time with other folks, except for
Tank and Pearl. You don't see them pulling
stunts like that. The thing with Sid and
Mavis, I mean.
Still, it gets my goat
when stuff like that happens. I'm talking about
It wasn't so long ,ago that business with the
Look, nothing
that me and Tank took presents.
against the wife, she's a
the wives out to that trouper, God love her, but
Look, nothing
that me and Tank took presents.
against the wife, she's a
the wives out to that trouper, God love her, but
does she really need a
fancy restaraunt...
microwave? I'm talking
about what the daughter
brought her. Slow cookSo it's not as if anything Tank or I could ing over a hot stove was good enough all
do would strike up the band the way the these years, you don't hear me complaining,
breakfast in bed went over last year. Break- that's for sure. Yeah, and it was good enough
fast in bed. I don't know too many guys for my own mother too, may she rest in
over at Post #236 who'd get up at six in the • peace. You didn't hear her beefing about
morning just to fry a T-bone steak for their mother's day. She used to say to the wife,
wives, believe you me. And the thing of it .'Woman, you do right by my boy Finster, or
was they looked at us like we'd sprouted I'll hound you to your dying day." She was
horns and flown to that country where they a peach, my mother. I don't know about
wear blocks of wood on their feet. No mothers nowadays, with all this business
thanks, no nothing. Just "get that outa here, about how to raise kids and stuff. The
or I'll box your ears and you better have that daughter turned out okay, apart from that
kitchen cleaned up because Sid and Mavis business with the microwave - I guess I
will be h~re for lunch." I don't even like Sid toldyouaboutthatalready. Boy,did that get
and Mavis and neither does Tank. Just ask me hot under the collar! Bah!
him. He could tell you plenty of stories
Well, kids, with the dose of this year, the last of the
about Sid and Mavis, like the time they just
founding fathers will have left my side. But never
had to win the prize for best blackberry tarts
fear, my loyal subjects! LAPHOS will be infused
with a heaping helping of new humor next year,
at the church bazaar. Jeez, they drove us
and I feel confident that the LAPHOS tradition will
nuts! Forthreeweeksitwas blackberry tarts
continue, resting on the backs of these eager, smiling
this, blackberry tarts that! That Tank's got a
new youngsters. So 'til next year, mes amis!
million stories like that one, so you might
. ~~Jo\-~~{.~
want to ask him about it when you have to
be somewhere, if you follow me.
So, all I try to do is get Sid and Mavis to
wash a couple of pans, and the wife gives
me a look like I had just popped the seam on
the pillow the wife embroidered for me
when I got home from the Big One, that's
Double-U, Double-U Two. It was green, the

until the crack of dO(?m to get your meal.
Hey,Idon'tneed that kind of hassle. What's
wrong with staying home and eating, anyway? The wife has everything ready at 5:30
every night, no waiting in line or anything.
But I don't have to tell you that women get
. funny ideas sometimes, like eating in fancy
restaurants. You should have seen the wife
and Pearl, that's Tank's wife. You'd have
thought they died and went to heaven the
way they carried on. Lobster isn't cheap,
either, especially when they drown it in
orange stuff and dump it back in the body.
Why not using dishes costs extra, I'll never
know. That was one of the biggest wastes of
time I can ever remember, except for the
daughter's cello recital, but don't even get
me started.

J
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FOR ALL YOU DO THIS
BUD'S FOR YOU!
THANKS FOR STAYING SOBER
THANKS FOR MISSING ALL THE GREAT PARTIES
THANKS FOR SAVING COUNTLESS LIVES

VC>U'RE

THE

BEST!

SPECIAL THANKS TO KYRA - THE SAFERIDES
GODDESS- FOR WORKING EVERY SINGLE WEEKEND
THIS YEAR! AND SPECIAL THANKS TO THE THURSDAY
NIGHT CREW: Becky, Pete, John, Elyse, and Sarge.

VOU"RE

THE

BEST C>F THE

manage parties) and to the police departments of
Durham, Lee, and UNH for their support.

Thanks to Shirley Hamilton for all of the free cars.
Thanks to Janet Butland for letting us get away with
those 4:01 pm pick-ups on Friday.
Next year's co-ordinators
promise not to drive on the sidewalks!

-

1

BESTI\

Special mention goes to COAST Kari-Van (for letting
us commandeer their buses for those large and hard to

To the UNH Police:

\
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30 DEERFIELD DRI VE, DOVER, NH 03820 / (603) 749-4383

See ya all ne-xt year

~~~r~i~~;; ~~~~:;;t~1,:1~=~~: : j!~! ~!jt

1

1

PERSONALIZED - PROFESSIONAL - CONFIDENTIAL SERVICE

;.I

,_,

·,· .·., .· ' ..·.

,.,. ,·. ".·.·

.· ., ,

D.U RHAM RENTALS
10 MAIN STREET - All Utilities Included

• Large double with private rooms,
shared bath & kitchen, $285/mo. per
person. ONLY 2 LEFT.
• Private rooms with shared bath, $235
- $255/mo. ONLY 6 AVAILABLE.

Spending this
Summer in Durham?

9 WOODMAN AVE - All Utilities Included

• Large double with private rooms,
shared bath & kitchen, $285/mo. per
person. ONLY 3 LEFT.
• Single rooms with shared bath,
$235/mo. ONLY 5 AVAILABLE.

3 bedroom Duplex
$500/mo.
May 24-August 15

,42 GARRISON AVE - Hot Water Included

• 1 Bedroom Apartment, $580/mo.
ONLY 3 LEFT.

Call
The Fischer Agency

140 MADBURY RD - Hot Water Included

• Studio Apartment on Coast bus
route, $345/mo. ONLY 8 LEFT.

742-6242

SUMMER SUBLETS - From $100/month

Ir

RESERVE YOUR UNIT NOW!

STUDENT SENATE IS
LOOKING FOR A

CALL TODAY
659-2303
76 Exeter Street
Newmarket, NH 03857

UNIVERSITY
RELATIONS
OFFICER
TO:
*Oversee publications, promotions, and
communications between the Student
Senate and the University, state and
local communities.
APPLICANTS:
*should know the University as well as
campus and community issues
*should have communications skills and
experience
APPLICATIONS:
are available in the Student Senate office,
room 130 MUB
and are due Friday, May 17, 1991 by 5 p.m.

(
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EVERY MONDAY
$2.00

small cheese pizza

Perhaps now

would be a good time
to call
Cool-Aid
862-2293

EVERY WEDNESDAY
$4.00
lg. cheese pizza & free drink

IT IS NOW RATED PG

e
e
e
e
e
e

We will be closed for the summer.:
See you in the fall.

Come see the

Because
we want everyone to see
John Travolta's performance ...
Because
we want everyone to hear
the #1 group in the country, the Bee Gees...
Because
we want everyone to catch
"Saturday Night Fever'.'

of Spring 1991
Thursday, May 16
7:30 & 10 P.M.
$1 students

$2 non-students

e
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UNH Student Comic Strip •s

YBE IT'S A

PROFcSSO~, OR

YOU KNoWf I'VE
[JEEN THll,/l(IN6• UIU(J
15 • MIi.TON l<,t:,WIJITT'f
•
HE~ NOT IN THE:

srv DEN.,. l>IREC.TOltV

OI( T1<11£ PitOUE. 400,c ~
SO WHO IS My

C.RE4Tol{?

A OIS6ftUNTLED

,ruo£5.N r T1'...'1l>llr.
TO ~'J(AMJNE 1HG
PRCJ&El'IS 6N
CAIYJPUS?

.

E'CR,ET PUJT BY
I-IE WU 8LJ CAN
R.r-f DES16NEo
O BRAINWASH
E L.16eR.A1-

N A1 UN

----

---

-

. __

WE MUS

EXPOSE THIS
CJ-IARLATAN

I

_.....,

""I'!'

'HOJS
LITptJ

~ : filiJTo>I

A~LS~ •91

)

r:>"'ile5•
•
• • • ~OIJTJJ/UEI:, FALL- !WI.
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TRAV EL FREE

*ATTEN TION*
ALL UNH STUDEN TS...

AT

MERCHANTS
RENT A CAR
. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~

*S

• Going Home for the Holidays?
• Driving to Florida for Break? ·
'.
• Special Date this Weekend?
• Moving Back Home at Semester's End?
• • • • ••• •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • •

Paces in R .

•
•

CAR

CAN HELP!
RENT A MINIMUM OF THREE DAYS
& GET 1 DAY ABSOLUTE LY FREE!*
• • • • •••• •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • •
•
•
OUR GREAT PACKAGES INCLUDE:
•
•
•
• • Unlimited Free Milage within New England
•
More!
• • Sports -Cars-Caravans-Cargo Vans-15 Passenger Vans and
•
: • Rentals toYouthful Operators
•
• • Cash Rentals, Credit Cards Not Required
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• • • • • •• •
We're Free and Easy!!!
\> 1S
• Low, Low Rates, Starting at $24.95 Per Day

•

(,~V ~~
(,~

"~

•c.o\Je g

d~~
os on

;:,

Pus CoM

MUNrry

esidence H
O//s and
~e

.••

MERCH ANTS
RENT A

OF ON

-CAM

~

~

•
:
•
:
•

A PART

o'\Jo\\O'O
c.:,e\'4\cec.:,
•~Uc.:,

,..

.

Apartments

study and fr\ends)
.
( more t,me for

No commut\ng 1,me ...

. hinQS & Utilities \nc\uded
*Wolk tO
*Furn1s
everyth·
.
ing(sove the
.
environrn
.
ent)

mess or cleaning
.
'
\an .. .No coo\<lng,
.
*Choice of mea\ P

IT'S ALL RIGHT HERE FOR YOU!
Dee STun
srDD~~
EiVJ's
Applications available:
Conferences
and
Housing
of
The Department
Pettee House
Durham, New Hampshire 03824
(603)862-2120

-r-scr1ooL

HOOKSETT, NH - 1278 Hooksett Road- (603)669-4100

MANCHESTER, NH

PORTSMOUTH, NH

SALEM, NH

CONCORD, NH

LACONIA, NH

(603)666-4559

(603)431-1999

(603) 893-4534

(603) 224-9968

(603) 528-1400

NASHUA NH

KEENE, NH

DOVER, NH

LONDONDERRY, NH

LOWELL, MA

(603 889-~989

(603)357-8800

(603)742-2127

(603)437-1414

(508) 453-1631

"MUST MENTION THIS AD AND BRING IN YOUR STUDENT ID.

I

AT TE NT IO N
SU BS CR IBE RS !
Starti ng in Septe mber, 1991,

-~
---------fiM
=1Tl
--- ------

-~
Tlllf.l!!!!I!!!!

Ti.II'~

The New Hampshire

------=-==-=
=rr1~
= -=-==
----

will no l9nge r sell or mail out
subsc ription s.
Thank you for your support this year.
For more information about how you can still get UNH's Student Newspaper ,
call 862-1323
'Ill
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1990-91 TNH Staff,
We just wanted to say goodbye. Thanks for all you did, for the long hours and·all the
stories, photos and editing. Good luck to graduating seniors on staff, Laura Deame, Bob
Durling, Sean Carroll, Terri Danisevich, Kim Hilley,
Rob Heenan, Emily Kelemen, Melissa Sharples, Ed
Sawyer, Steve Klett, Blaise Massey, Todd Baker, Eileen
Malloy, Eileen McEleney, Melissa Inglis, Pete Welburn,
April Jacobs, Gail Leach, Jason Scott, John Hirtle and
anyone else we forgot. You did a great job! Best of luck.
·-1991-92 TNH Staff

Sean, We'll miss everything ,
about. you. Especially how
.
nice you are.

Terri, we'll miss
your goofy

Steve, we'll 'miss
your masculine
physique.

Kim, We'll miss
your
cheery
conversation.

Laura, We'll miss youruncanny
sense of humor.

Blaise, We'll iniss your
rhetorical rhetoric.
What?
Bob, We will miss your exclamatory statements, such as "Oh
· Golly!"

•

.
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FOR
SAlE
CONVERTIBLE COUCH-Good
Condition-Graduating!! Must Sell.
868-7157Monday-Thursday After
4PM.
1982TOYOTA COROLLA Station
Wagon. Reasonably good condition.123K. Reliable transportation.
$1,100. Available late May. 8623847 (days), 868-5458 (evenings)
Black 1985 Cutlass Ciera
Oldsmobile. Limited mileage on
New Engine. New breaks. New
paint job. A/C. AM/FM Stereo.
Looks and runs great. $2950 or
BEST OFFER. Call 433-1975 After
5 P.M. or leave message.
1 bathroom sink w /vanity, medicine cabinet, 16 AMPS, Electric
Heater w /thermostat. Best offer.
659-3578.

and SCUBA experience, but all
applicantsconsidered.$6-7 /hour.
ContactJeffRm244Spaulding8623570.

Lee/4 rooms $950-$1150 per seTHERE'S A JOB FOR YOU IN A mester, Off street parking, pets OK,
SUMMER CAMP The American Oil heat, available '91-'92 academic
Camping Association (NY) will year Call Charlie Goodspeed at
make your application avail. to 862-1443 or 778-07 48.
over 300 camps in the Northeast.
Exciting opportunities for college Summer on a quiet lake in Doverstudents and professionals. Posi- 5 BDRM, 2 bath, 15 min to UNH.
tions avail: all land and water $750/mo. For summer months.
sports, kitchen, maintenance, arts Avail. 6/1 749-4558. Leave mesand crafts, drama, music, dance, sage.
nature, tripping, R.N.'s, M.D.'s,
athletic, waterfront, and boating NEWMARKET-4 BEDROOM,
directors. Benefits may include FIRST FLOOR AP ART ME NT
college credit, travel expenses. Ex- LIVING ROOM+ KITCHEN, OFFperience or certification not nec- STREET PARKING, NEAR
essarily required. CALL OK KARIV AN ROUTE. $600 I
WRITE FOR APPLICATION. MONTH.INCLUDES HEAT, HOT
AMERICAN CAMPING ASSO- WATER AND AWESOME
CIATION, 12 West 31st Street, LANDLORDS. NO PETS. ONE
New York, N.Y.10001, 1-800-777- YEAR LEASE - PREFERRED,
CAMP.
AVAILABLE 6/1/91. 659-3790

SUMMER ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSIST ANT wanted to manage
busy Vermont residentia,
FOR SALE 1981 Honda Accord.
children's summer camp office!
Good for town driving. CHEAP:
Must have excellent public relaCall 862-5932 Leave message.
tions skills, computer /typing
Cyclone Surfboard $50, Wetsuit skills, excellent phone manner, and
$30, Fisher Mountain Bike $50, be highly organized and efficient.
Blackship 386 Compui:er $500, Priorofficeororganizational work
Sony Tape/CD Player $75, essential. Live-in position, June 7
Rollerblades $25, Snowboard $30. through August 21. Contact:
Must Sell. Need Money. Friends Locheam Camp, Post Mills, VT
tired of supporting me. Call Tom 05058 or call (603) 643-2639.
862-7555.
UNHWomen'sCommision-Work
Roof luggage carrier sold by VW Study, Internship and Volunteer
for its Rabbit. $20. Also Berghaus opportunities available with the
UNH President's Commission on
SSAB backpack $75. 868-9693.
the Status of Women. Vaired re1986 Kawasaki ZL-600 RED, 1- search, writing and office tasks
owner; 5300 mi.; exc cond.; dlr. relating to safety, childcare, fammaint.; Ninja motor/ upright style; ily policy, women's leadership,
$2500 firm; Eric at 679-2394 after 5 pay equity and women's history
program.CallJoyceGibbsatx1058
PM.
for more information.
1980 Pontiac Grand Prix, New
Tires, Brakes, Excellent Condition,
Brought up from Florida, $2300,
Ask for Dan 868-9741.

HOUSING~

For Sale 1988 YUGO. 6,500 miles
45 mpg, excellent condition, call
862-7374 or 569-3648.

HELP~
WANTEDlllWJ
•

•

Degree in May? Interested in Kuwait? For list of companies with
contracts and contacts Send $2.50
Ship & Handle DNAL, P.O. Box
518, Durham, N.H. 03824
SUMMER FIELD ASSIST ANT IN
ZOOLOGY. Work involves field
research, based at Jackson Lab. on
estuarine fish assemblages.
Would prefersummerworkstudy

1 /2 mile from downtown, fully
applianced, very clean. $495 /
month. Call 1-669-2973.

NEWMARKET- 3 BEDROOM
2ND FLOOR APARTMENT
NEAR DOWNTOWN. OFFSTREET PARKING, NEAR
KARIV AN ROUTE. $570 /
MONTH INCLUDES HEAT +
HOT WATER. WICKED NICE
LANDLORDS! NO PETS, ONE
YEAR LEASE PREFERRED,
AVAILABLE 6/1/91. CALL 6593790 AFfER 5 PM
NEWMARKET-SUNNY 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT NEAR
DOWNTOWN. ON KARIVAN
ROUTE. OFF-STREET PARKING.
LARGE LIVING ROOM. $500 /
MONTH INCLUDES HEAT+
HOT WATER. NICE LANDLORDS. NO PETS, ONE YEAR
LEASE PREFERRED, AV AILABLE 6/1/91. 659-3790 AFfER
5:00PM
FALL ROOMS AVAILABLE- Student House 4 Bedrooms, Kitchen,
Living Room & 2 Baths Includes
Heat.1 mile from T-Hall Lease and
security deposit required. Call after 6 pm 332-2568 Ask for Elaine

SUMMER SUBLET-in Durham.
Quiet, spacious house with large
back yard. One single bedroom,
one mile from campus. On RTE.
108 - reasonable priced. A must
see!!! Call Mike at 868-6462.

Room to Rent. Kitchen privileges,
Laundry + Telephone Facilities.
Cable Hook Up. Coast Bus Stop
Right outside your door $70 Ip. p
week. Call 692-5144 or 749-9396
references please.

IN
SUMMER
SUBLET
DURHAM!!! Only $225/rnonth
plus elec. Only 5 minute walk to
campus. Parking, kitchen, living
room, you get your own room,
cable, with w /w carpeting, partially furnished. Nice landlord,
andGreatlocation. AvailableMay
23, Call 868-3224 leave message.

Durham Furnished single bedrooms with shared bathroom for
female students only. Available for
1991-92 academic year. Private
entrance. Ten minute walk from THall. After 4 pm telephone 8682217.

Portsmouth - summer sublet for
two people, 2 bedroom apartment,

Durham-one of each: 4,5,6 person
units avail.
Walk to campus-off street parking.
Heat + hot water included. Call

Lou Kyreages. 1-800-732-4817.
SUMMER ROOMS FOR RENT
AT ALPHA GAMMA RHO.
MALES& FEMALES;$35 /WEEK
INCLUDES ALL UTILn:rns2WEEKS FREE IF ENTIRE
SUMMER PAID UP IN FULL BY
MAY26TH;$140REFUNDABLE
ROOM DEPOSIT; FOR INFO
STOP BY 6 STRAFFORD AVE.,
OR CALL PHIL OR ALL AT 8689859 OR 868-6658.

DURHAM furnished single bedrooms with shared bathroom for
female students only. Available
for1991-92academicyear. Private
entrance. Ten minute walk from
T-Hall. Off street parking. $1200
per semester including utilities.
After 4 p.m. telephone 868-2217.
Newmarket- Two or four bedroom apartments. Panelled, carpeted, parking. Available now
through summer, or starting in
August or September. Quiet
buildings, security deposit, lease,
no pets. Fr:om $470/mo to $625/
mo Call ~03-659-2655

LAKE MENDUM, Barrington
Outstanding, 3 BR Contemporary, 2 baths, Marble Fireplace,
jacuzzi, family room, sun room,
deck, garage, 15 minutes to
Durham $1200 per month 4358070 /Eves
SUMMER

SUBLET

IN

DURHAM!!! Only $225/month
plus elec. Only 5 minute walk to
campus. Parking, kitchen, living
room, you get your own room,
cable, with w /w carpeting, partially furnished. Nice landlord,
and Great location. Available
May 23, Call 868-3224 leave
message.

DURHAM-SUMMER SUBLET
ON MAIN STREET 5 females
needed-fully furnished backyard
to sun in -$150/month Call 8686800.
Durham-quiet residential. 2
rooms furnished, shared bath,
kitchen privileges off street
parking. $900 per semester per
person utilities included. Call 8685477.
Lee, Wonderful Summer Rental!
Furnished, clean, sunny. Quiet,
country setting close to campus.
Grads Welcome. 3 BR $550/mo
(That's less 'than $185/BR!) Call
659-5932

ROOM APT. Convenient Campus
location. 9-month leases. $900 semester. Call 868-6388
FOR ONE- bedroom, living room,
kitchen & bath. Ideal campus location. 9-month lease- $1,539 semester. Call 868-6388.
FOR THREE PEOPLE- Nice two &
three bedroom apartments. Ideal
campus location. 9-month leases
$1,080 semester. Call 868-6388.
HA VE YOUR OWN BEDROOMTwo-bedroom apartment. Ideal
campus location. 9-month lease$1,350 semester. Call 868-6388.
Durham-quiet residential. 2 rooms
furnished, shared bath, kitchen
privileges off street parking. $900
per semester per person utilities
included. Call 868-5477.
Furn apt in private home near
UNH, 1 1/2 br., carpetea., w /d,
cable, pkg, non smokers, $550 +
util. sec. dep., lease 3 mos. or 12
mos., avail 6/1 /, 868-5037
Durham-Quiet Residential- 2 furnished Rooms, Kitchen privileges,
shared bathroom-off-street parking
$900/semester /rm includes utilities. Call 868-5477
Newmarket Studios, 2 Room efficiencies, to 5 bedroom apartments.
Panelled, carpeted, parking.
Available now, through summer
or starting in August or September.
Quiet buildings, security deposit,
lease, no pets. From $295 / mo to
$625/mo: 603-659-2655
SUMMER ROOM RENTALS
Double rooms in Phi Kappa Theta
behind Stoke. $480 /12 weeks,
$240-/6weeks.lncludesheat, water,
electricity.$100refundablesecurity
deposit. Plenty of parking. Kitchen
facilities and huge sun deck. Stop
by room 110 or call Tim Johnson
868-6959
SUMMER RENTALS- DURHAM.
Two Bedroom apartments. Walk
to campus. Off street parking. From
$215/mo to $200/mo Phone: 8681632
Summer Sublet: Apt, Above Store
24-Great Location 4 people preferred, $180 /mo. Rent Negotiable
Call 868-7510

LOVELY STUDIOS, walking
distance to campus. 9-month
leases, $1260 a semester. Call 8686388.

DURHAM 3 BLOCKS FROM
CAMPUS FOR 91-92 ACADEMIC
YEAR, ONE BEDROOM AP ARTMENT FOR TWO FEMALE STUDENTS.PRIVATE HOME Separate
ENTRANCE. FURNISHED. $244
AMONTHPERPERSON. WEPAY
UTILITIES. 868-9660.

FOUR PEOPLE -TWO BED-

SUMMER

SUBLET

IN
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DURHAM!!! Only $225/month
plus elec. Only 5 minute walk to
campus. Parking, kitchen, living
room, you get your own room,
cable, with w /w carpeting, partially furnished. Nice landlord,
andGreatlocation. AvailableMay
23, Call 868-3224 leave message.
Summer Rooms Available- Student House 4 Bedrooms, kitchen,
living Room & 2 Baths Plenty of
parking 1 mile from T-Hall Lease
and security deposit required $200
per month Call after 6 pm 3322568 Ask for Elaine
Durham 2 1/2 Bedroom -attractive-furished apartment. Sept- 9
mo. lease for 4/$300 person - or
June 1- May $950 /monthly-walk
to UNH + parking -868-2578
SUMMER SUBLET! DURHAM, 1
bedroom applianced kitchen,
carpeting, parking, $600 /month
(negotiable), Utilities included.
Call Scott @ 862-4385 Rm 114 (Cheney Realty @ 659-2303 (Unit
#27)

WOMEN'S LAX-Congrats on
your awesome game against
Harvard! GOOD LUCK in the
NCAA Final Four in Trenton!
WORK IT, WORK IT, OWNNN
I
T
!

Wanted 2-BR Apt to ren~ for June
(endofMayifpossible).Have$250
to spend. Leave MSG. 862-4527
(Rm. 207)
Durham-3rd roommate A-Frame
in woods w /pond. Sunny, modern, clean, quiet, private room,
spiral staircase, washer/ dryer/
dishwasher. $225/mo. 332-0107

Word Processing Services-Next
day return-Will pick up and deliver. $1.65/page. Call Diane 9425881.

Great Apartment, Newmarket, on
river, on Karivan, 4 BR, off street
parking, $750/mo. Call 868-5995.

I JlitTRAVEL

LAKE MENDUM, Barrington.
Outstanding 3 BR Contemporary,
2 baths, Marble Fireplace, jacuzzi,
family room, sun room, deck, garage, 15 minutes to Durham. $1,200
per month 435-8070 / eves

Fly Round-trip Boston-San Diego
on Northwest Friday May 17-Sat.
June 1. Only $150. 332-0107 anytime.

Durham - Summer $120 includes
utilities, 1 / 4 mile from campus.
Call Jan: 868-5637.
SUMMER
SUBLET
AND
ROOMMATE 91 /91 - House in
Durham. $100 /mo. summer,
$175 I mo.+ utilities next year. Foss
Farm, Call Adam, 868-2643.

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS
SUMMER? Jet there anytime for
$160 with AIRHITCH(R). (As reported in NY Times & Let's Go!)
AIRHITCH (r) 212-864-2000.

1 Way Ticket-Out West! Boston to
Salt City and Idaho Falls, May 24.
Call Jenn 862-5244.

Durham-3,4 person units available. Walk to campus. Off-street
parking. Heat and hot water included. Call Evelyn at 868-1632.

Looking for fall rental? Available
9 /1, 1 bedroom - walk to campus,
Heated call 868-2458.

IPERSON~ I

Durham-quiet residential. 2rooms
furnished, shared bath, kitchen
privileges off street parking. $900
per semester per person utilities
included. Call 868-5477.

Oh! No!Onlytwoleft. Younddrive
available 8/30 - $1155 per person
per semester. (based on 6 person
occupancy) Plus utilities. Call 7426242 -The Fischer Agency.

Barbara Lovejoy, We've made it
through college, and found ourselves to be Lounge Lizzards!
Congrats on Graduating!! Love
Allesha Allegro.

Faculty family of 3 needs house in
Durham, 3 bedrooms July/ August
for year or more. 659-3221; 212796-6985.

Apartment available6/1 in beautiful downtown Dover 2 bedroom
- $475 + utilities, 1 bedroom - $325
+ utilities. Call 742-6242 Fischer
Agency.

LAKE MENDUM, Barrington.
Outstanding, 3 BR Contemporary, 2 baths, Marble Fireplace,
jacuzzi, family room, sun room,
deck, garage, 15 minutes to
Durham $1,200 per month 4358070 /Eves.

6ummer sublet - 2 females needed
starting 6/1. Six min. from campus. Beautiful, bright, & sunny 3levelduplex (your own BR!!), 11/
2 baths, washer & dryer, $200 /
mo. negotiable+ utilities. Call 8627317. AskforTammy.
New Duplex in Lee, 6.5 miles from
campus. 3 Bedrooms with 1 room
available at $225/mo + utilities. 4
acres, pond, deck, large yatd, lots
of sun, w /d, w /w, dishwasher,
garage. Available 6/1, call 6595942. Leave message.
SUMMER
SUBLET
IN
DURHAM!!! Only $225/month
plus elec. Only 5 minute walk to
campus. Parking, kitchen, living
room, you get your own room,
cable, with w /w carpeting, partially furnished. Nice landlord,
and Great location~ Available May
23, Call 868-3224 leave message.
Durham: Housemate needed.
Own room Laundry Facilities.
Available June 1-Aug 31 option
for the following 2 semesters.
200.00/mo&securityand utilities.
Call 868-6832 plus SUNDECK!
DOVER-STUDENTS WELCOME!
Located on Kari-van Route.
Studio's 1 and 2 Bedrooms available. Ht. and H/W included. Excellent Locations. Starting from
$290 / month. Call Christing 6926411.
NEWMARKET-3. Bedroom 2nd
floor apartment near downtown.
Off-street parking, Near Karivan
Route. $570 /Month includes heat
and Hot water. Wicked Nice
Landlords! Call After 5:00 PM. 6593790.

Spending the summer in Durham?
3bedroom Duplex$500/mo. May
24-August 15, Call Fischer Agency
742-6242.

SUMMER SUBLET - The Coops
(Apart. N4) 3 person, 2 levels,
CHEAP! Call Shawn or Duncan,
862-7697 (anytime).
FORTHESUMME~DURHAM
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENT TWO BLOCKS
FROM CAMPUS. IN PRIVATE
HOME, SEPERATE ENTRANCE
$875 ENTIRE SUMMER. LESS IF
YOUTAKECAREOFOURDOG.
WE PAY UTILITIES. 868-9660.
DOVER - 2 Blocks from Downtown. LARGE 4 BEDROOM; 1 1 /
2 Baths; driveway and on street
parking. $585 includes ALL utilities. Available NOW to Sept. call
(207) 439-7132 or (203) 743-1633
before 9:00 am - after 11:00 pm.
DOVER - STUDENTS WELCOME! Located on Kari-van
Route. Studios 1 and 2 bedroom
available. Heat and H/W included. Excellent Locations.
Starting from $280/month. Call
Christina 692-6411.
NEWMARKET - 3 BEDROOM
2ND FLOOR APARTMENT
NEAR DOWNTOWN. OFFSTREET PARKING, NEAR
KARIVAN ROUTE. $570/

MONTH INCLUDES HEAT AND
HOT WATER. WICKED NICE
LANDLORDS! CALL 659-3790
AFfER5PM
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Dave, I love you and I'll miss you
over the summer. I'll come visit
lots. I promise. Love, Kelly P.S. I
wrote this personal, Katelyn
didn't.

appy21st
(jreimy

Durham 2 1/2 Bedroom-attractive-furnished apartment. Sept9 mo. lease for 4/$300 person-or
June 1-May $950 / monthly-walk
to UNH & parking-868-2578

Mershelleys B.-The end is near
(Thank God!), but this is only the
beginning, and for that I'm very
glad! You've been the best this
year, esp. last semester when I
was such a basket case! Next year
you can come over and we'll
watch St. Elmo's while M lusts
after Craig (NOT!) and M makes
OT toys! Thanks BABE! Oh, how
are your balls? Ha-Ha-Ha! Love,
Me
Black 1985 Cutlas Ciera
Oldsmobile. Limited mileage on
New Engine. New breaks. New
paint job. A/C. AM/FM Stereo.
Looks and runs great. $2,950 OR
BEST OFFER and Runs Great.
$2,950 or BEST OFFER Call 4331975 After 5 PM. or Leave Message.

Meghead-1 don't think the other
bag has any secrets, but don't tell
them about ... Next year will
crank! No basket cases allowed!
(Why am I so emotional?) Thanks!
Love, Myra.

NH WOMEN'S RUGBY-"Good
effort" against Dartmouth. Maybe
we should have practiced rugby CONG RA TS UNH MEN'S
instead of soccer and kickball last RUGBY on your 24-6 win over
week! Oh, well. Awesome season Worcester State. Way to go!
ruggers! Get psyched for the breakup rookies! Don't miss it or you'll To My Beloved Birthday Girl
remain a rookie like Pees! YEAH KATHRYN KNIGHT, I decided
BLUE!
your birthday was a good to answer your fan mail! As you have
Fairchild RA' s. Thanks for keeping suggested so many times, I now
me humble. I love you all! The realize you are the girl for me. We
Fifth RA.
can make music together. As soon
as I finish this tour with the NEW
D.S. Your Poem is B.S. Not for the KIDSONTHE BLOCK I will come
NU Just for you!
visit you N.H. at your new
apartment. Do you have a double
TO MY ROOMIES-I had an awe- bed (Hint, Hint)? Baby, I think
some year living with you guys! about you with every song I sing.
Karen and Marie, have fun in the See you soon sweet thang! Love+
Vineyard and next year in Florida. Kisses, Jordan Knight
Make sure you have a guest room!
Court, good luck at LAX NCAA'S! S-Thanks for being such a great
YEAH 4! Heather, so you think friend (and RA)! Keep tatting. Hey,
your staying here with Jordan and you can tat at our house next year!
I this summer? Let's try not to kill Work it baby, Work it, Own it!
each other! Jordan "flat bunny'' if Love, Myra.
you stop snacking on cords maybe
Heather and I will let you procre- M, M, Mand S-1 Love You Guys!
ate! Love Kristen
Karen Lupo-Well, yoi:i are the
Nicole-Good Luck on Exams!! I'll sexiest woman I know and by far
miss you! Love + AOT, Kristen
the best (get it!) I will miss you
more than you will ever know. I
Leigh, Felicia, Michelle-We had a Love You, Stephen.
memorable year. I'll never forget
all the good times. Meg-I couldn't Yeah Hah Jester's dead- Oh Caphave asked for a better roommate. tain. My Captain.
Love you all and I'll miss you.Tara
SARAH ZELLINGER-Happy
Graduation! You ALMOST made
To all our Seniors. We will miss it through 4 years without a peryou very much next year. Good sonal! Love, Jen and Amy.
Luck in all you do and come back
soon to visit. Remember that "a John, Bates, Kim, Murph, Jer,
lifetime's not too long, to live as
please see CLASSIFIED pg 26 -

Susan-You have made the difficult times easier, and the good
times even better. Thank you for
being you!-DLR

Happy Birthday Yekaterina!
Ooh, ah! Have a big ole' time.
Next semester-so good you'll
wanna ... xoxo, Hick

friends." Love from Kappa Delta

Love, JI.my, Jen,

;j~,,~;
SammyCongratualtions! !
We 'JI Miss You!
Here's to the permanant
vacation!
Enjoy!
A, J, & K

HAPPY22nd-'L...,
"BIRD"- DAY, ,,,,

-'CHRISTINE
FOCHT!!
Are you the Muz's
travel agent?!
Love, Tracy, Lynn, and Susan

•

II
,.

I
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CLASSIFIED, from pg 25
Nook, Lisa C, Tutt, Chess, the Eric's, Dani,
Tim, Woody, Jim, Joanne, Matt (the staybehinders), to all of us going far and wide:
stay in touch!!!!!!!!! love Nanc, Liz and Erin
M-Get psyched for the house! The summer
won't be bad! Of course, the school year
will be better, but ... Just think about J.K.
from Va.,or was it D.C.? Anyway, thanks,
hon! Love, M with the big ...
Happy Birthday Scotty-pooh!!!

TNH: I love you all and I'm going to miss
you soo much next semester. You are all
going to do a great job and TNH will look
awesome! xoxoxoxoxo love ya Deanna
Shavette- Stick a wildflower up your butt.

Golly Gee, I wish I could do a three-beer
funnel. Karen H. did you ever know that
you're my hero?

NHWR-This year has been great guys, I
can't tell you how much I'll miss everything!
Boa traces ... dizzy-izzies .... practices
(NOT) ... the scrum .... All I can say is that I
hope the traditions never die. Thanks for
everything- HED

I can't tell you in words how much I am
going to miss you. Just remember that you
will always hold a most special place in my
heart. Love 'Rin

George- The Lakers will lose!

Hey Spud Lips- Definitely on the front
lawn of Stonegate. Did you think it was
forgotten?
You're my rhubarb pie.

Summer Storage
in
Durham
(June, July, August)

PEN LINE

If we can only decide what day ....the BreakUp party will be taking place. Call me for
details ... Hed

Kwessel- May the force be with you.
Kristen-The Annual NO DOZ award is still
in your possession. From what you've
shown, I don't think you' re going to be able
to give it up-you still deserve it! Let's see
if you can make it through break-up ...
Laura, I loved the beach, the Pops will be
great. I miss you already. These past three
yearshaye been the best. Don'tworry.... we'll
always be in touch. Love you! Lin George, Hey cheer up OK! If you
need me call K? L.
Heidi, Keep up the good work. I
know you'll survive. Gina
Donnajeanne, We from TNH say have a
great day.
Birger baby doll, Sometimes we rag on
you, but underneath it all we are so happy
you're here. Things just wouldn't be the
same without your "weird" music. Love
the rest of the girls.

FUNDED BY PFO

Open line is an anonymous and
confidential phone line service
offered to:
•promote a positive awareness
*give support
*supply information
•and in general, help ALL
people concerned and/or
connec·t ed with gay, lesbian, and
bisexual issues.

Hours of operation:
Sunday - Thursday 6-9 PM

862-3922

AFEW ALKSis finishing up for the yea
We'll take this time to thank:
{in no particular order)
Evelyn French and R&R Communication
Residential Program's Joanne Pearl
Sue Beaulieu and Steve Larson at Environmental Safety and
Public Security
Mitch at Neptune's
Shaws Supermarkets
Maggie Morrison
Dean of Student Affairs, J. Gregg Sanborn
Jane Stapleton and the SHARPP Advocates
Kathleen Gildea-Dinzeo at Health Education
Telecommunications (thanks for the phone!)
Northeast Military and Safari
Barb Bruggemann at Student Conduct
Security's very own Gary Sears
Chief of UNH Police, Roger Beaudoin
Sgt. Karl Sonne (cool cabinet dude)
Pat Miller and Sue Bennett at Facilities Services

•

SPECIAL THANKS TO:

2) COAST/Kari-Van for their time, patience, space, and airwaves!
3) All the Safe Walkers who participated this year. You did agreat job!
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UN H bas eba ll
May 10: UNH 7 ·15
Bent ley 6 8
UNH ends the season with a record of 16-22.

Fin
al
Sta
ts
·
Batting
Jeff Neijad lik
.368
John Batch elder .361
Jim Rigazi o
.338
Chuck Tsiam is .333
Ed Zrake t
.329

Name; CAROL WESTO N

UNH

TRACK & FIELD
Senior carol Weston paced
1)NH to 11th place at the

$.port

Athletes
of the .
Week
presen ted
by:

New England

Championship over the
weekend as she captured
first in the discus and placed
second in the javelin.
Weston's win in discus
marked the third time she
has captured the New
England Champio nship in
that event. She has won the
javelin title two times.

Name; ANNA IDLL
6.Dwt IACROS SE

HAY DEN
SPO RTS

Pitchin g

Dan Gilmore
4-1
Randy Shum way 2-0
Jim Collins
1-0
Chris Schott
3-6
Gardn er O'Flyn n 2-4

Printers:
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38 Main Street
Durham ,NH
03824

Senior tri-captain Anna mu led
the UNH women's lacrosse
team to an 11-10 win over the
defending national champion
Harvard, Saturday, in the first
round of the NCAA tourname nt.
The Wildcats were facing a 6-3
deficit in the first half, but UNH
reeled off six unanswer ed goals
to regain the lead. Hill
contribute d four goals for the
Wildcats, including the
game-win ner. UNH now
advances to the Final Four at
Trenton State University ,
Saturday, where they will face
Maryland.

Look for the "Athlete of the Week" every
Tuesday, ONLY in The New Hampsh ire!

While Supplies Last...

ImageWriter II with free 4-color ribbon
Epson LX810 with free extra ribbon
Apple LaserWriter IINT* with free extra toner cartridge

$ 325
$ 150

•

$2775

Exte rnal Driv es:
CMS External 5.25" Floppy Drive (for IBM PS/2
Models 30, 50, 50Z, 70 and 80)
Everex EMAC 20 Mb External Hard Drive for the Macintos h

$ 175
$ 399

Inte 1 Co-pro Ce SSOrs (Speed up your numericaUstatistical calculations):
8087 - 5 mhz
80287 - 10 mhz
80387DX - 16 mhz
80387SX - 16 mhz

$
$
$
$

100
205
315
350

Mac Memory (Call for your Mac's specific upgrade details):
Harris 1 Mb SIMMS

$

65 each
tP.,

.,.>

, UNIVE RSITY
Technology Center
t'

....

Students can now purchase networkable Apple laser printers, too.

Thompson Hall, Room 14A

Monday - Friday • 9 a.m . - 3 p .m.
(603) 862-1328 • N.H. (800) 245-7773
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On to the
Final Four!
Women's lax edges Harvard
By Aaron Brown
Sports Staff Reporter
The UNH women's lacrosse
team extended its winning streak
Saturday to ten games with a
playoff victory over Harvard. The
'Cats, who became the first team
in UNH history to capture an
NCAA title in 1985, hope to become champions again.
They have earned the right to
face Maryland on Saturday in the
NCAA semifinals at Trenton State
College in New Jersey at 4 p.m.
The other semifinal game will be
played at 2 p.m. featuring Virginia (15-1) and Penn State (14-3).
The championship game will be
played Sunday at 3 p.m.
When two tough teams clash
in an important game like this one,
keeping the momentum is usually
the key to victory. The game
started out as a back and forth
affair with one team scoring and
the other answering. Three times,
UNH would forge a one-goal lead
just to see Harvard come back and
tie it.
The 'Cats opened the scoring
:25 into the match on an unassisted
goal by seniortri-captain Kierstein
Coppola. Harvard notched the
game at one a piece only 51 seconds later on an unassisted goal The Wildcats will try to win a second NCAA championship this weekend. (Aaron Brown, photo)
by standout Liz Berkery.
in the half. The 'Cats would not UNH assistant coach Karen
UNH took the lead again lead.
control
took
Harvard
Then
give up, they battled back and re- Gero mini. "We scored the lasttwo
when Anna Hill netted the first of
her four goal' 3:31 into the match. scoring the next four goals of the established the momentum in their goals of the first half and the first
four goals of the second half."
Harvard tied the game again and contest. Berkery scored twice dur- · favor.
After a scoreless stretch of
found
and.Harvard
stretch
the
ing
bewas
point
turning
'The
it took Liz Geromini' s goal at the
6:00 mark to give the 'Cats a 3-2 themselves on top 6-3 with 9:23 left fore the first half ended," said more than seven minutes, Alita

•

Haytayan scored the first of her
four goals to pull the 'Cats closer.
Then Laura Clark scored a crucial
goal with just :03 left in the half to
bring UNH to within one goal, 6-

5.
"It was a mediocre game as
far as skills go, neither team
played at their best," said
Geromini. "The game wasn't a
traditional lax game. It was two
tough New England teams going
after the win by playing with a
physical pressure the ball type of
style. It was twelve on twelve all
game and that makes for an up
and down game."
Haytayan opened the second
half with a nice fake and goal at
the 1:34 mark to tie the game. Hill
gave the 'Cats the lead for good
with an unassisted goal and then
added another on a nice pass from
Liz Brickley. With the 'Cats holding an 8-6 lead when Haytayan
scored 8:24 into the half, it appeared that they might be getting
ready to put the contest away.
However, Harvard showed its
tough character by notching two
straight goals and making the
score 9-8 in favor of UNH.
"Haytayan and Hill came
through and took charge offensively. On defense, -Laurie
Gero mini and Jamie Hare played
extremely well. Courtney Peck
also played a key role because she
was assigned to face guard with
their key player, Berkery, and did
an exceptional job. We basically
didn't want to lose and did what
it took to win," said Geromini.
After Harvard pulled within
one goal, Haytayan took the face
off and streaked down the field.
She held the ball behind the net
and then moved in front to score
on a nice individual effort. Hill
added what stood up as the winnjng goals at the 12:38 mark.
In the last twelve and a half
minutes the 'Cats got sloppy and
nearly let the victory slip away.
Harvard was able to force them
into charges and poor passes
when they should have been
working in a patient attack and
running down the clock. Berkery
scored at the 18:37 mark to pull
Harvard within two goals. The
'Cats were able to get through the
next crucial stretch as the play
was predominantly at midfield.
Things got tense as Berkery scored
a goal on a rush from the left side
of the net with 1:14 left in the
match. The 'Cats were able to hold
Harvard off at the end and clinch
a Final Four birth.
Attendance for the game
played at Cowell Stadium was
562. "It was a small, but rowdy
group," said Lisa Markley, UNH
women's sports information director.

